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On Tuesday, Sept 5, 2000, Haiying Huang, a 24 year old graduate student in the Electrical and Computer
Engineering department, .was found
dead in his apartment on White Column Drive. Preliminary findings of the
autopsy indicate that he died of a heart
imack.
Professor Donald Wunsch, the
Mary K. Finley Missouri Distinguished Professor of computer engineering at University of MissouriRolla, said "Haiying had a superb attitude and excellent grades. He played a
unique and valuable role in the laboratory, and will be sorely missed. His
professors and peers are deeply saddened by the tragic loss of this talented friend and colleague." Haiying was
hand-picked by Prof. Wunsch to work
. on a special project for Boeing Phantom Works in Seattle, Wash. He just
returned from Seattle and was
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'iHaiying had a superb
attitude ami excellent
grades. He played a
unique and valuable role
in the laboratory, and will
be sorely missed. His
professors and peers are
deeply saddened by the
tragic loss of this talented
friend and colleague."
-Dr. Donald Wunsch
we can by sharing our memories and
sentiments regarding him . My relationship with him began when his sister-i n-Iaw brought me his resume,
when I was still at Texas Tech. He was

the kind of student I am happy to coosider: possessing many demonstrable
talents, committed to the goal of a
Ph.D., and a clear desire to rise to the
top of the research profession in my
area.
"Upon my decision to come to
UMR, he was one of a smal l, select
group of pending applicants I invited
to come with me. His arrival here was
a big challenge for him, as it is for
many new graduate students, and as it
was for myself, in my day. Balancing
advanced courses and high research
expectations is difficult anytime.
"When adjusting to a new town,
and a new country, and in the absence
of the accustomed comforts of home
and family, the task can seem insurmountable. In nearly every new student, I can perceive a mixture of
excitemeQt and fear, both proportionate to their deep desire to succeed.
Haiying struggled w ith these pressures, and gradually hi s incessant
efforts paid off. As he neared the end

see Huang, page 5
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described as being in high spirits and
having a healthy and energetic appearance.
" We each have been diminished
by the loss of Haiying, and it is there>
fore fitting that we try to retain what

Steven R. Brown of St. Loui s,
Mo., 29, died last Monday, Sept. 4.
Brown, an undergraduate at the University of Misso uri-Ro ll a. was
majoring ' in civil engin eering and
was on co-op with the Metropolitan
Sewer Di strict in St. Loui s.
Brian Koscielski , Brown's
roommate, said, " He was a really
good guy. Nice.. easy go ing, a hard
worker. He knew what he wanted to
be and how to get there." Brown had
planned to go into waste management and to work for the Navy after
graduation . "He was accepted into
the Navy Engineering Program full
time," Koscielski said .
Brown served with the U.S.
Navy for 5 years before coming to
UMR . Hi s assignment s included
being stationed in Japan for a year
and serving on an aircraft carrier.

_ According to a St. Louis PostDi spatch arti cle by Bill Bryan,
Brown died after fighting with the
police early that morning and was
suspected to have taken LSD. The
exact cause of his death is as yet
un known.
In an interview with the PostDispatch, Kath y Brown, his mother,

"He had goals for himself and was doing
everything possible to
make them happen. He
was a good friend and
he· will be missed. "
-Seth Hanebutt
commented that she had learned an
acquaintance of Brown had bought
him LSD the night before. She said,
"My son wasn' t a bum .... I' m sure he
didn ' t do drugs often... If people
would think twice before taking

drugs, that 's some good that could
come out of my son 's death ."
Seth Hanebutt, Brown 's roommate, said, " I think the art icle [previously. mentioned] didn ' t show what
Steve was about. When he lived
here, he never once did LSD. He
wasn ' t some drug addict.. He had
goa ls fo r himself and was do ing
every thing possible to make them
happen. He was.a good friend and he
w ill be missed."
In the Post-Dispatch interview,
Kath y Brown also said, "He was
mild-mannered and . introverted. He
had a reall y good sense of humor,
very dry. He was loving and caring
and always there when I needed
him ."
Brown was also the secretary for
the In-line Hockey Team at UMR and
was a member of the Sierra Club.
Brown is survived by parents,
Kathleen and James Brown, sister
Sarah Brown, and grandmothers
Ruth Presswood and Polly Brown.
His funeral was Friday, Sept. 8.

photo courtesy of St. Louis Post-Dispatch
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NEWSBRIEFS ON CAMPUS
Frank Liou appointed director of Manufacturing Engineering program
Dr. Frank Liou, Professor of
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics at the
University of Mi ssouri-Rolla, has
been named Director of UMR's new
Manufacturing Engineering Education Program . Lipu's appointment
was effective Sept. I.
.
Liou, a member of the UMR faculty since 1987, was Interim Director
of the Manufacturing Engineering
Program, which was created earlier
this year.
The Manufacturing Engineering
Education Program is in interdisciplinary program at UMR with four
degree offerings : Bachelor of Science
Manufacturing Options in Engineering Management and in Mechanical
Engineering, a Master of Science in
Manufacturing, and a Master of Engineerihg in Manufacturing. The Master's degree program began this fall,
and UMR is the only university in
Missouri to offer such a program .
Liou holds a Ph.D in Mechanical
Engineering from the University of
Minnesota (1987), a Master 's Degree
in Mechanical Engineerin g from
North Carol ina State University
(1984) and a Bachelor 's Degree in
Mechanical
Engineering
from
National Cheng-Kung University in
Taiwan (1980). He also is a
researcher with UMR's Intelligent
Systems Center and an Associate
Journal Editor of " Mechanism and
Machine Theory."
While at UMR, Liou has
received several" awards, including
the Best Paper Award from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Faculty Excellence Award,

the Society of Automotive Engi neers'
Outstanding Faculty Advi sor Award,
the Outstanding Teacher Award and
the Ra lph R. Teeton Edu cational
Award.
Liou 's research interests include

neering, who served as Director of the
reactor facility.
Tokuhiro. who was born in
Japan, worked the last five years as an
invited research fellow at the Japan
Nuclear Cycle Development Institute
(JNC). Prior to his work at JNC, he
wo rked for five years as a staff
research engineer at the Paul Scherrer
Institute in Switzerland. Tokuhiro
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Akira Tokuhiro
named director of
nuclear reactor
facility
Dr. Akira T. Tokuhiro, Assistant
Professor of Nuclear Engineering at
the University of Missouri-Rolla, has
been named Director of UMR's
Nuclear Reactor Facility, effective
Sept. I.
Tokuhiro assumes the duties
held by Dr. Nicholas Tsoulfanidis,
UMR Associate Dean of Nuclear
Engineering, who served as Interim
Director of the Nuclear Reactor Facility, and Dr. Albert E. Bolon, UMR
Associate Professor of Nuclear Engi-

Force in 1979. He was selected into
the NASA astronaut training program
in 1987 . He later served as commander of the Ai r Force ROTC program at
UMR and is now an instructor in the
UMR mathematics and statistics
depar1ment.
Akers ' space shuttle mI SSIOns
include the September 1996 docking
of the space shuttle Atlantis with the
Russian Space Stat ion Mir to pick up
U.S. astronaut Shannon Lucid, who
spent a record 188 days in space.
Akers, too, is a record-holder. He
holds the American space walk
record, havi ng logged 29 hours and
40 minutes walking in space.
Also at Rolla Night, UMR 's new
Dr. Gary Thomas, will
a student panel will discampus and its educational
s. An informal reception will
program , and UMR faculand other UMR represenwill be avai lable to answer

Professor's new
book addresses
earthquake engineering
Air Force Col. Tom Akers, a
retired NASA astronaut who now
teaches at the University of MissouriRolla, will speak to prospective UMR
students and their families on Thursday, Sept. 28 , at UMR 's annual
" Rolla Night" at the Engineers' Club
of St. Louis, 4359 Lindell Blvd.
The event begins at 7:30 p.m.
All prospective college students and
their parents, teachers and counselors
are invited to attend.
Akers, who holds Bachelor's
and Master's degrees from UMR, is a
native of Eminence, Mo. He taught
and served as principal of Eminence
High School before joining· the Air

A University of Missouri-Rolla
professor 's new textbook abou t earthquake engineering comes at a good
time for engineers and engineering
students. The book addresses a new
set of codes for making buildings and
other structures more earthquakeproof.
The new seismic engineering
codes are the subject of an entjre
chapter in " Matrix Analysis of Structural Dynamics: Applications and
Ear1hquake Engineering," the new
textbook written by Dr. Franklin Y.
Cheng, Curators' Professor Emeritus
of Civil Engineering at UMR. The
book, published by Marcel Dekker
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Inc. , is being released in September
with an accompanying solutions manual for instructors.
According to Cheng, the chapter
on seismic codes is one of the most
valuable chapters for working e ngineers, as it details the changes from
earlier standards and compares the
o lder codes with the new set.
" In the United States, we've had
at least three building codes to go by"
in recent years, says Cheng, who has
more than 30 years of experience in
earthquake engineering studies. In
Missouri , for example, engineers
have gone by the codes established by
the Building Officials and Code
Administrators International Inc., or
BOCA, last updated in 1999. BOCA
was founded in 1915. Southern states,
meanwhile, have adopted the Standard Building Code (SBC), a lso
updated in 1999, and provided by
Southern Building Code International
since 1940. Other states, including
earthquake-prone Ca lifornia, have
adhered to the more stringent Uniform Building Code (UBC), which
was enacted in 1927 by the International Conference of Building officials and last revi sed in 1997 .
The three code organizations got
together to develop a new set of ear1hquake-res istant building design provisions, and the result was the International Building Code, or IBC-2000,
published in May 2000 by the
International Code Council.
This new code supercedes all
others and is " more stringent and scientifically more reasonable" than any
of the previous codes, Cheng says,
because it takes into account changes
in modem building design and construction.
"As computer technology rapidly advances and buildings become
taller and more slender, dynamic
behavior of such structures must be
studied" using the latest methods,
Cheng writes in the preface to his
book.

Staff Writers: Chad Cole. Carah Cowan, Ira Dunn, R. Michael Franco, Rebecca Lexa, Josh Martin, Matt
Smelcer, Antone Smith
Photographers: Kristen DeFilippo, Brian "Beaver" Partridge, Jason Randazzo . Curtis Stratman
Circulation: Mari Hutchinson. Jell Mueller
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U.N. summit closes
impressive resolution

with

. The United Nalions Millennium Summit closed on
Sept. 8 with the 150 world leaders presenl approv ing an
eight-page Millennium i)eciaration. In approving the
document, the leaders agreed to send every child to primary school, deliver millions from poverty and reverse
the spread of HIV and malaria by 20 15. Another document held the U.N. Security Counci l to become more
effective in "addressing conflict at all stages". It is hoped
that this second document will help end war, especially in
third world countries, where many conflicts are moti vaf.
ed by historical grudges.

OPEC decides to increase oil
output
The Organization of the Petroleum Exportir.g Countries decided to increase its output of crude oi l, the price
of which has now reached over $30 per barrel, due to
worldwide complaints about oil prices. It was decided on
Sept. 10 to raise the output by 800,000 barrels a day. The
increase in output will hopefully drive prices down to the
range of $22 to $28 per barrel, which is OPEC 's preferred
selling value. This decrease in price wi ll hopefully bring
down the prices of gasoline, which recently reached an
all-t ime high for Labor Day weekend .

Palestinians, Israelis to hold
four weeks of negotiations

to plea guilty to one charge of " im properl y retaining classi fi ed nuclear weapons data". The charge would carry a
275 day sentence, which 'Lee already served while awaif.
ing trial. The U.S. government agreed to drop the 58
other charges against Lee in exchange for hi s cooperation
in providing a detailed report of what happened to seven
missing data tapes contai ning information on American
nuclear weapons. It was earlier suspected that L~e downloaded, against security regulations, the information onto
the tapes and leaked in formation to the Chinese regarding
U.S. nuclear secrets. However, it is likely that the tapes
were destroyed and no information was compromised.

Explosive-filled truck kills 60 in
China
A massive explosion in the western Chinese city of
Urumqui killed 60 people and injured 173 on Sept. 9, said
Xinhua, the state-contro lled Chinese news agency.
According to Xinhua, the government was planning on
disposing of the explosives and the blast was probably an
accident. However, an investigation into the incideni is
being conducted, because the area around Urumqui is
known to be a hotbed of rebel activi ty. The timing of
explosion is suspicious, since Chinese Premier Zhu
Rongji was in Urumqui the day before the event.

T he space shuttle At lant is rendezvoused with the
internationa l space stati on on Sept. 10, bringing the massive project another step closer to completion. The
At lanti s had a textbook docking with the station, despite
the fact that one of its two star tracker nav igat ion systems
fai led during the flig ht. The crew of the Atlantis wi ll
work on hooking up the station's mechanical components
and will unload supplies from their ship, along with those
from a Russian supply ship that was sent up 'over the summer. The first international space' station crew is scheduled to arrive in November.

Record ozone hole observed

Bush ' shifts style after weekend getaway

Archaeologists uncover lost
Mayan city

Wen Ho Lee, ti)e Los A lamos scientist who was
indicted last December for 59 counts of espionage, agreed

This Statics classroom in the Basic Engineering building, is among the first to utilize the wireless internet
technology. The receiver (top center of picture) has
two antennas that pick up signals from devices on laptops used for the class.
photo by Brandon Belvin
BY, MARl

versity must always be willing to
HUTCHISON

of the Missouri Miner

Space shuttle Atlantis hooks
up with international space
station

Despite all the. positive resolutio ns at the United
Nations Millennium Summit, a resolutio n between Israel
and Palesti ne was not made. Although the deadl ine for
when Palestinian leaders plan to declare an independent
nation was pushed back until at least Nov. 15, the Palestinians insisted that it was not a long-term delay, but
rather a chance to make successful peace talks. Israeli and
Palestinian leaders currently plan to hold fou r weeks of .
decisive negotiations, in hopes of reaching an agreement
NASA reported last Friday that the hole in the ozone
.to end 52 years of conflict.
layer over Antarctica has grown to its largest size ever
recorded-over II million square miles, which is three
times the size of the United States. It is believed that
many of the ozone-depleting chemicals that have been
banned since the late 1980s are just now starting to take
effect. The chemicals wi ll probably remain in the atmosRepublican presidential candidate George W. Bush phere for several more years, and the ozone hole is not
emerged from a weekend retreat with a different plan for likely to get much smaller until around 20 I O.
his campaign. In an attempt to make up for a sl ip in the
polls, he decided to put on a more human attitude, talking
directly with voters in more intim ate situations. He also
agreed to com promise on a debate schedule, after refusing last week to- participate in three primetime-televised
debates. In the meantime, Democratic ri val AI Gore
Deep within the Guatemalan rainfores t is a ruin that
kept the heat on Bush, pressuring him to explain in detai l scientists have ignored for years because they th ~ught it
his promised tax cuts and health care plan.
did not contain any temples or burial sites that would con-

Los Alamos scientist agrees to
plead guilty to one charge

Science and Technology Update:
UMR looks at installing wireless
internet in library, outdoor areas

tain "rare artifacts. Little did they realize that the ruin was
the lost city of Cancuen, one of the most important commercial centers of the Mayan world for 1,200 years. The
city, which spans over 5 square miles, also contains a
massive 270,000 square foot Mayan palace that has three
stories, each 66 feet tall. Jt is expected that the city will
take around 10 years to completely unearth .

The University of MissouriRolla is conducting a ne w exper iment this year and wou ld like to
have the student 's in put. It is offering two section s of Statics that use
the w ireless Internet d uring the c lass
time . The students in the Tuesday
and Th ursday section have a lecture
peri od and then they do so me of
th ~ ir homework on laptops provided
by UMR.
Each student has ind ividu al
homework, the professor inputs the
problem and the numbers are generated by the computer. Every student
uses the same concepts to solve the
" problems. T he computer allows the
.student to input the answer tw ice . If
-the first try is wrong then the stud ent
has a second chance to answer the
problem correctly. The computer
g rades the problem imm ed iately
allo\" ing the stud ent to ha ve a
prog ress report instantl y.
This is a good idea for the students because the y can in stan tl y
know how they are doing in the
class. T his also all ows the professor
\0 have a progress report of the students, allowi ng him to interact with
-the student to provide extra help
with a certain type of problem.
Dr. Robert Davis, Professor of
Basic Engineering and Director of
the Instructional Software Development Center, said, "This is an edu cational experim ent, so we don ' t know
t he outcome ye t and won ' t know
until we teach a few more classes
this way, but I believe that this is the
classroom of th e future."
Dr. Davis also said, " I do compliment the University for allowing
us to try th iS program , and the Uni-

invest in the future ."
Rachel Helser one of the students in Dr. Davis ' class and a double major in Engineering Management and Civ il Engi neering likes the
format of the c1 alls; she believes that
Dr. Davis uses hi s time wisely with
the lecture and allowing them time
to do some of their ho mework in
class. She sa id, " I think using the
computers in the classroo m will benefit us later in our careers . And I
think it is good exper ience."
Not on ly wi ll the wireless internet be avail able in Basic Engineering room 202~ it will be available
outside o n the main malls near
McNutt and the Library as well as in
the T J Lounge and in the Quad .
These locations will be set up by
October. Not long after, University
Center-East wi ll have the wireless
internet availab le in the upstai rs
meeting area. Also in the works is
the possibility of the Engineering
Management Building having access
for the students.
Some students are already looking forward to the possibilities provided by having a wireless internet
system at UMR. "Think of how cool
it wo uld be to sit under a tree and
surf the web," said freshman Computer Science major David Porter.
Computing Services has done a
great deal of testing to chose equipment that is compatible with the
Univ ers ity's exist ing equipment.
T his project uses an 802.11 b standard and will operate up to II mbps;
this depends on the di stance and
location of the access point. The
University can support Aironet and
Lucent Wireless Ethernet cards. The
equipment is from AironetlC isco.

See Wireless, page 5
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Appropri'ations bill for the renovation
of UMR engineering facilities passes
By

MATT SMELCER

of the Missouri Miner

Above, the Mechanical Engineering Annex is slated to be
renovated by October 2003. Beiow, the Civil Engineering
building is undergoing renovations.
photo by Kristen DeFilippo

Due to the developmental
advancements in technology,
there is a need to update and
reconstruct the Mechani cal Engineering Buildings at the Uni versity of Missouri-Ro ll a.
The quality of the outdated
eq uipm ent and deprec iat in g
structures were given consideration by the state government and
the state responded to the need.
Gov. Mel Carnahan signed into
law, on Wednesday, June 28, an
appropriations bill for higher
education th at included a sum of
$6.256 million in state fund s,
spec.ifically for the renovation of
the M.E. buildings.
The initial fund s compose
the first phase of state support for
the enhancement of the structures. A second phase of$ IO million in state fund s will be dispersed for the project next year.
These fun ds are ex pected to
greatly im prove the aestheti cs as
well as the internal technology
fo r both the primary mechanical
engin eering bu il di ng a nd the
annex.
The renovati on process wi ll
consist of the updating of the
exist ing 66,500 square foot building, and leveling the outdated
M.E. Annex, replaci ng it with a
new, modern structure compr ised

of new learning centers, laboratories, technolog ical facil ities and
faculty
and
admini strative
offices. Some of the equipment
that has been proposed are lasers,
virtual manufacturing programs
and rapid prototyping equipm ent,
just to name a few.
The new facilities are
expected to exceed the growing
requirements for undergraduate
instruct ional labs and classrooms
equipped with new learning technologies. It could also be a sizeable factor for attracting new students, especially those who are
interested iri Mechani cal Engineering to UMR.
The architectural des ign
process will begin immediatelyand actual construct.ion is expected to be completed by October
2003 .
Th e current Mechanical
Engineyring Building was constructed in 1951 , with an addition
completed in 19"68. The Mechanical Engineering Annex was constructed in three stages' in 1902,
1926, and 195 1. They currently
house classroom s, laboratories,
engineeri ng mechan ics and manufacturin g engineeri ng, as well as
offices for UMR 's aerospace
engi neering department.
The tota l budget for the renovati on
was ·a sum
of
$ 16,265,000. The in itial $6. 256
mill ion is on hold due to the
probl ems with the Hancock Bi ll.

The actual layout of tlie new
building is to be put together by
the M.E. faculty. The nGt gain
after the renovation is expected
to be in the vicini ty of 36,000
new square footage.
The Phys ical Facilities
DeRartment, directed by Marvin
Patton, is in charge of the renovation . When asked how this affects
the Uni versity of Mi ssouri-Roll a,
Mr. Patton said, " It will extremely enhance the program, which is
in real need of moderni zation and
expansion ." He also added, about
expectation dates, that, "the program verification is complete.
The next step of th6 architectural
process will be the start of the
schematic design . The expected
time to begin bidding for con-'
tracts will be mid-summer," said
Mr. Patton.
The Physical Facilities
Departm ent is also in charge of
the civil engi neering building
renovation, which is a $22 million project being completed in
three phases to achieve a net gain
of 60,000 square feet. The first
phase and adding new laboratories is al ready underway, commencing in of December of 1999.
Phase two will begin immediately afte r and will in volve the addition of new offices and classroom s. Phase three wi ll be the
comp lete renovation of the structures remaining after the additions.

Viewpoints on politics: environmental regulations
u.s. government is the worst polluter, Punish environmental offenders
take all property out of its hands
By -R.

MICHAEL FRANCO

of the Missouri Miner

Would anyone be surprised to find out that
the US government, supposedly the steward and
protector of the nations environment, is itself the
worst polluter in the land?
Federal agencies have contaminated more
than 60,000 sites across the country. The cost of
cleaning up the worst sites is officially expected
to approach $300 billion. The US Mint released
hazardous chemicals into the air when producing
commemorative coins. The US Navy spilled oil
in Washington 's Puget Sound. PCBs made fish
inedible in the Shenandoah River. Even the Environmental Protection Agency is gUilty. Mercury
was discovered leaching into the ground water in
its Lexington lab.
Why is it that the federal government is not
even able to abide by its own rules and regul~
tions? Unlike private companies, government
agencies are exempt from almost all the strict,
expensive laws the pol iticians pass to demonstrate their concern for the environment.
This isn't an accident. It isn't·a case of hiring
the wrong people to manage government property or to run government agencies. It is a direct
resul t of giving control of property to those who

have no personal interest in its future value.
Government officials have shown they are
more interested in accumulating political power
and increasing their budgets than in enhancing the
property they control. In fact, most environmental
pollution has occurred because governments have
allowed industries to pollute government property rivers, streams, lakes, roads and lands.
The U.S. government has allowed polluters
to foul its · property because it has no personal
incentive to keep it clean. Examples are plentiful,
from government owned hills blown apart by
water hoses for mining purposes to the thousands
of miles of roads the Forestry Department has
built in our national forests merely to allow private companies to cut down and remove old
growth trees.
Private resource management works better
than bureaucracy does. Bureaucratic managers
have little incentive to take a long-range view to
increase the value of land they control, but the
free market disciplines private owners. If they
invest in improving their property with pollution
control measures, then market value increases.
The land loses value if they allow it to be polluted, overgrazed or strip-min~d .
The solution to America 's pollution problem
is to get as 'much property as possi ble out of the
hands of government.

more heavily, keep laws strict
By JOSH

MARTIN

of the Missouri Miner

In this country there are thousands of
huge corporations that produce millions of gallons of waste each year. If not disposed of correctly, this waste pollutes our land, water and
air. Those who are in favor of weak environmental laws for the benefit of business or for
the cause of personal freedom do not understand the consequences of an unprotected environment. Just a few years of uncontrolled
dumping could poison this nation for decades
to come. If strict environmental laws are not
kept and enforced by the federal and state governments the people and businesses of the
United States will surely suffer.
_
Many chemicals produced every day in
manufacturing processes are known poisons
and carcinogens, and corporate farm s produce
huge amounts of animal waste that could, if it
entered the water supply, cause sickness and
death. If people were allowed to release these
substances at will, it would have a disastrous
effect on the health of the population. Life
expectancy would decrease, and the quality of
life would also decline. In the short term , the
situation woul d be profitab le fo r businesses,
and stock pri ces would likely rise. However,

over time, much of the nation 's money will
have to go to take care of those made ill by
pollution. Corpora tions can 't prosper if there
are few truly healthy people to employ.
Unfortunately, the laws we have today are
not enforced nearly enough. Pollution is an'
assault on every member of society and should
be punished accordingly. Some people argue
that if they or their company chooses to contaminate privately owned land it should be
their right to do so. But contaminants from one
place can easily enter into the ground water
supply and spread uncontrollably and unpredictably:
We ofJen take for granted the ability to get
a glass of clean water, enjoy unspoiled public
parks and live on land that is free of carcinogens. But it is a fact that any toxins ·that are not
properly taken care of pose a threat to all of us.
I am in favor of making' sure that the threat of
punishment under environmental laws is
enough to make companies (II1d individuals
spend the extra time and money to dispose of
wastes properly. As of now, many companies
seem to view the fin es they periodically
receive for polluting as just a cost of doing
business. The voting publ ic must realize that
there is no valid argum ent for allowing our
surroundings to become contaminated.
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UMR Crime Blotter
09/02/00 at 5:50 p.m.: UMR Police take report of minor vehicle accident in Area #20. Parties exchanged information and report was completed.
09/03/00 at 1:00 p.m.: UM R Police speak to the manager of Nagog ami
Terrace apartments concern ing a parking di spute between tenants. Manager
wished to hand le the situation. Same will call for an officer at that time.
09/03/00 at 10:09 p.m.: UMR Police detain and issue verbal warning to
a student fo r Disobey Electric Signal.
09/04/00 at 9:00 p.m.: UMR Police investigate a student complai nt
of Harassment at the Quad. Continu ing.
09/04/00 at 11:45 a.m.: UMR Police contacted by a non-student and
transient who comp lained about an incident involving racist language, car<>less vehicle operation and the throwing of beer bottles. The comp lai ntant was
not involved in the incident. Same· further said RPD would not act on hi s
report and he wanted to warn local law enforcement that he would take action
in the future if the police refused to deal with that sort of problem. RPD had
no record of any contact with or complaint from the individual.

09/02100 at 8:15 a.m.:

UMR Police find construction contractor's portable toilet turned over
near the Civil Engineering project.
Same was reported and wi/l be
checked for damage. Pending.
09/04/00 at 3:42 p.m. : UMR Police detain non-student Pete F. Garcia,
58, ofSt. James, for driving the Wrong Way In A One Way. Same was issued

a city citation and released.
09/05/00 at 9:00 a.m .: UMR Police investigate staff report of misd<>meanor stealing from McNutt Hall, where a clock, plaque and tablecloth
were taken . Continuing.
09/05/00 at 2:00 p.m.: UMR Police notified of a student death off-campus. Investigation initiated with RPD and notifications made.
09/05/00 at 2:30 p.m .: UMR Police investigate staff report of felony
stealing from the Student Union Board's storage closet in the UCE, where a
computer system was taken. Continuing.
09/05/00: UMR Police receive report of a missing university key from
a student in St. Louis. The key was in the student's vehicle when it was
stolen. Facilities Analyst notified.
09/06/00 at 1:30 p.m.: UMR Police recover stolen bicycle at II th and
State Streets. Same was later returned to it's student-owner.
09/06/00 at 3:35 p.m.: UMR Police investigate report of Theft By
Deceit. where K-Mart allowed an unknow n person to charge merchandi se to
a departm ent at UMR without proper documents or authorization. Continuing.
9/06100 at 4:45 p.m.: UMR Police receive found property (wallet) from
a campus employee. Owner notified.
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From page 1
of his first academic year, I began to
regard him as the group 's resident
expert on an important narrow subspecialty of our research program.
':He was just completing a function library to fit with a software
package used in out group's research.
I immediately thought of Haiying
when my Boeing colleague in Seattle
offered to double the sjze of our typical research «.ontract, if we could meet
the needs of their project. Boeing is,
by far, the largest employer of UMR
graduates, and the largest and most
consistent industri~ supporter of my
research program.
"Every time I send them a new
student, I take great pains to impress
upon the student how critical their
assignment is. Haiying clearly understood this, and wanted to show he was
worthy of the honor of being selected
for this assignment. He' made rapid
progress on their project, and it was
obvious that he was flourishing technically, and grow ing in confidence.
"So, in mourning Haiying, let us
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remem ber that, in our sorrow and
pain, we 'are joined with each other,
but that he is beyond where pain can
reach. It is for oursel ves, for our loss,
that we mourn . We may take comfort
in the fact that he li ved a 'good life.
And we must always aspire to the
goal, that when our time comes, the
same may be said of us. It seems that
there are many important things in our
lives each day, but that is an illusion.
In the end, there is on ly one thing.
Haiying has attained it.", sa id Wunsch.
The preceding is an excerpt from
a memorial on the Chinese Students
and Scholars Association webpage
h tt p: //www. umr .edu/-cssa ~

/2000/hhy.html .
Huang is survived by relatives in
the U.S. and in China. His parents, Dr.
Qiolong Haung, a professor of Chemical Engineering at Wuhan Hydraulic
Electric University and Hongm iao
Tang, an.accountant in Wuhan, China.
A brother, Dr. Haitao Haung, a Chemical Engineer in Arizona and a sister
Xiaoling Huang, a Ph .D. student in
Electrical Engineering at the University of Arkansas in Fayettev ill e.
Funeral arrangements are pending.

Wireless
From page 3
When asked about why UMR
should offer wireless internet access
to students . Dr. Robert Mitchell ,
Dean of the School of Engineering
said, " From my perspective, UMR

shqul d be the leader in the use' of
technology in thi s reg ion. From my
standpo int wireless com puter communication s will playa major ro le in
our future. Therefore, we have to do
it. "
Dean Mitchell is very excited
about being able to o'ffer the wireless
internet to students and welcomes

thei r input. There is a di scuss ion
board for the wireless ethernet which
students can use thi s to make their
comm ents and have ev eryone view
them. It i sat http://acm . cs . u~
mr . edu/-esigler/wireless
The project mayor may not expand
depend ing on the student's opinions
and funding.

An Open Letter to Students on the Quality of Teaching at UMR
UMRfaculty and administration value and reward excellent
teaching, Each semester you provide feedback about:
• The degree to which faCUlty members are prepared to lecture;
• The interest which faculty show in you and your learning
achievements,'
• Other related issues. ,.
A related issue is the ability of those lecturing to communicate
effectively in English. Some UMRfaculty, like faculty on nearly
every campus in the United States, are lecturing in a second or a
third language, Despite a thorough knowledge ofEnglish, accents
may remain. , When you make the effort necessary to attune your
ears to the accent, you will find your life enriched by the
opportunity to experience cultural diversity,
In the infrequent situation that you have difficulty understanding a
faculty member, the administration wants to know. Usually, simple
interveniions to improve the clarity of communication resolve the
situation. UMR provides an anonymous web site
(http://www,umr, eduJ~ac-afrs/engyrof/) for you to express
concerns, The campus administration will respect the anonymity ·
for all non-abusive messages, but retains the right to obtain the
identity ofindividuals who send inappropriate or offensive
messages,

Walter J Gajda, Jr.
Vice Chancellor for Academic
Affairs

_---------------~..,I~
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Computer Technician
. wanted for paid positions
on Missouri Miner 'newspaper staff~
E-mail miner@umr.edu.
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College is an art and a science.
Soon enough, you'U discover the proper course of study
is figuring out the brave new world while expending as
Uttle effort as possible.
Which brings us to the subject of CompuBank.
CompuBank isn't just around the corner. It's right in
your room. Right on your computer. You get free basic
checking, free savings and access to free ATM networks. You get a CompuBank check card to use any
place Visa is accepted.

o
o

I

municabO O

And, when you run out of money about every other
week, your mom and dad can wire you more -- free.

Log on to www.CompuBank.com
CUck on Circle of Friends™ to learn how you can
earn $40 for each friend you refer whO opens and funds
a CompuBank account.
.
You can open an account right online and approval
can happen within minutes.
Have you ever tried swaUowing a goldfish?

• 36 Page Student Planner
• "WInners" Ball Point Pen
• UMR Discount card
For SavIngs of 5-10%
No Purchase Necessdf)'J
No Strings AttJJchedJ
Just stop by and iJSk for •
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SERVING UMR STUDENTS SINCE 1950

SAM'S TIRE
& AUTO SERVICE
703 NO. ROLLA ST.
ROLLA, MISSOURI

364-3137
LtHge Selection Of New
And Used TJreS Plus A
Full Auto Repair FBCillftyl
FIRESTONE - MERIT - GOODYEAR
HERCULES - MICHELIN - UNIROYAL
GENERAL - DUNLOP- B.F.GOODRICH

Be sure to register with the COC
before the Career
Fair if you plan
oninterviewing
on-campus with
companies that
attend.

The
Career
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Letter to the Editor:

English proficiency ;s a problem at the University of Missouri
Dear Editor:
The Associated Students of the University of Missouri (ASUM) has been the student voice in the state legislature for the .
past 25 years. In 1986, we successfully lobbied for the law creating English-proficiency standards for international teaching
assistants in Missouri. While this legislation was a step in the right direction, problems of poor communication in classrooms
due to language barriers remain. It is time to revisit this issue, and we need your help.
English proficiency is a problem at the University of Missouri, and it negatively effects the quality of. teacl)ing and educational experience at this institution. Good communication is essential to learning. However, Missouri has no regulations dealing with English proficiency of profe~sors . Professors can and do teach courses without a sufficient mastery of the English language. In addition, current programs for teaching assistants do not seem to be working.
ASUM embraces diversity. We realize-exposure to other cultures ·and countries is a desirable and essential component of
modem higher educ;!tion. However, our main concern is for student success. Students cannot realize their potentials if communication with instructors is not"possible.
Our organization has work~d to fmd a solution in the legislature and with the University Administration. We continue to
search but cannot succeed without your help. The UM System Board of Curators will be meeting on the Columbia campus S,eptember 14-15. The meeting will include a presentation on English proficiency from students and administrators from all four
campuses of the UM System at the Academic Affairs Committee meeting. It is imperative that the Curators get your input before
making a decision. If you have had a problem understanding an instructor, please contact our office in person at ASUM Central
Office, A022 Brady Commons, University 'o f Missouri - Columbia 65211, by phone at 573-882-2701, or bye-mail at
asumwww@showme.missouri.edu.
Roger Johnson
ASUM Legislative Director

Federal Marijuana Laws May Be Going Up in Smoke
Musto is a professor at th~ Yale School of Medicine and author of
"The American Disease: Origins of Narcotic Control."

..,

toward an earfier era of variegated state regulations.
The marijuana question raises two issues: the value of marijuana
of LA Times / Washington Post
as a medicine, and the right to use marijuana for simple recreation.
Are our federal marijuana laws unraveling? There is reason to Some of'us may believe that those who want to exercise their right to .
smoke for any reason use the medical marijuana issue to achieve
Ihink so.
Early in the 20th century, each state had its own laws controlling _ adoption of laws that loosen controls at the state level. Still, an
habit-forming drugs, unaffected by federal statutes. In 1914, for important question remains: Does cannabi s have some characteristics
example, it was legal in New York to be maintained on morphine, that give it unique healing or comforting properties? We do not have
while in Massachusetts it. was illegal for a physician to supply mor- a good answer to this. The claims for marijuana are often anecdotal ,
not scientifically established.
phine to a habitual user.
CoincisJentally, the day the Supreme Court made its latest proAfter lengthy attempts to control morphine, heroin and cocaine,
nouncement regarding Oakland, the University of California
Congress in 1914 passed the Harrison Act, which imposed one rule on
these drugs throughout the nation . The law was typical of Progressive announced that it was opening two centers, in San Francisco and San
Diego, to study the health value of cannabis. Gen. Barry R. McCafEra legislation: A national problem that was being dealt with variousfrey, director of the White House Office of National Drug Control
ly by the states was harmonized by one overriding federal law.
A similar patchwork pattern applied to marijuana in the 1920s Policy, has said-and reasonably so-that if cannabis were proved to
have medical benefits he would favor its use in a medically approved
when it first became a serious worry. Then in 1937, national control
also was applied to marijuana. The Marijuana Tax Act made it illegal delivery system. Several years ago, the FDA approved a liquid form
to buy, sell, barter, etc., marijuana anywhere in the United States of cannabis' active ingredient, tetrahydrocannabinol , or THC, for
unless you had purchased a marijuana tax stamp, and there were, for physiCians to prescribe, although it does not seem to have become a
popular remedy.
all practical P\lrposes, no stamps to be bought. This held true until
Interestingly, the late Harry J. Anslinger, the legendary head of
1970, when the basis for the anti-marijuana law)Has shifted from the
tax power of the federal government to interstate commerce powers, the federal Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs from 1930 to
1962, wanted to avoid a federal marijuana law: He urged the states to
but the overriding control of marijuana continues to reside with the
individually enact a uniform state narcotic act that included marijuafederal government.
Usually when a problem has been formulated into a national law, na. He told me in the early 1970s that he felt this way because the task
the several states accept this resolution; any alterations are argued in of eradicating marijuana was beyond his ability and also because he
realized that he would be given neither more money nor more agents
Congress.
But there are exceptions. Passing welfare from the federal gov- when he was given the task in 1937 of controlling marijuana.
If each state had a law, then each state could decide for itself how
ernment to the states is a major shift in the locus of control. A similar trend toward ' unraveling what long ago had been knitted into much of its resources it wanted to devote to the control of pot, and
federal authorities copld concern themselves with just opiates and
national law may be occurring with control of dangerous drugs. Even
the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision to prohibit sale of "medic- cocaine.
California was one of the Western states that clamored for a fedinal marijuana" in Oakland, Calif., at least for the time being, may be
just a skirmish in the devolution of drug control from Washington to eral anti-marijuana law in the 1930s. The percei ved connection
between Mexican immigrants and marijuana use lay behind some of
the states. For' example, the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals has
taken the position that the .. medical necessity" of marijuana out- the most insistent demands for action, but there were a l ~o more reaweighs the federal statute that makes marijuana illicit, an issue that soned concerns about marijuana use, especially among youth .
Sixty-some years after pushing for the Marihuana Tax Act, Calmay come before the Supreme Court this fall.
ifornia is pull ing- the nation towa rd a di smantling of a nati onal conIf enough of the judiciary were to foll ow suit, we would have in
effect the re pea l of the anti-marijuana statute. We would be mov ing sensus against marijuana.
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What's the deal
with that?
A COMMENTARY

By SARAH

COWEN

Anyone who knows me knows I hate making
people feel uncomfortable and I hate feeling uncomfortable myself. I hate confrontation and 'l do whatever I can to make sure I don't piss anyone off. That
is why this Is going to seem a bit out of character.
Being Politically Correct, or PC, is an issue
that can get me flaming. If anyone suggests I should
try to be a bit more PC, it is almost certain I'll fly off
the handle, which, for me, isn't too terrible by most
standards.
If you don't know what r mean, please, allow
me to explain .
First, I will NEVER refer to my cat as my
"companion animal." Celika is my pet. Basically, I
agree to feed her, and she, for the most part, agrees
not to cough up hairballs on my bed. Second, I will
not refer to wheelchair users as "differently abled"
or "handicapable." Being in a wheelchair or being
handicapped is not something to be ashamed of.
Third, I will never, ever, EVER spell "woman" as
"womyn" (except just now). I'm a woman, but if
someone has a problem with "woman" having the
word "man" in it, I don't care. The d.ictionary does
not have to be changed to prove that women are
equal to men.
While we are on this subject of feminism, I
must vent.
The word " history" is NOT sexist because it
has the word "his" in it. Radical feminists have
been calling it "herstory." Most of the crap they call
"herstory" is simply that. HER STORY, and it isn't
even supported by evidence.
I could go on about "offensive" and " gender
biased" words like manmade, manhole, management, mandate, maneuver and mankind. Feminists
are deeming these words, and many others, "sexist."
So, I have to ask. What feminist begs to have "sexist" words with negative connotations changed?
The terms " mentally ill" and "mental problems" are
not under fire by feminists. So, I say if the others
get changed, let's change these as well. We will
have ''womentally ill" and "womental problems" to
describe women, and "mentally ill" and "mental
problems" to describe men with flsychological problems. Let's go on. We'll change " menace to so~ie
ty" to ''womenace to society," ";nanic" to "womanic," "mangle" to "womangle," and "manipulate" to
"womanipulate," which is more fitting anyway.
And what is the deal with making sure we
always say "his or her" and "he or she" when making general statements? I think saying "his" is fine.
We all know these generalizations apply to both
males and females.
So, political correctness isn't my thing.
Frankly, it is ridiculous to think we can't use words
or terms-EVER- because someone 's feelings
might get hurt. I don't remember a time in my life
when someone tried to spare MY feelings. So, I'm
not worried about who is going to be offended when
I graduate with a degree in HIStory'

Correction
In the September 7 issue, the Belgian studenfs
complaints mentioned 'in "UMR staff often not
user-friendly" were directed toward the International Student Office, not Student Affairs.
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Vietnamese Student Association:

My summer vacation in Vietnam
Bv

CHAU N GUYEN

of Vletnamose Student Association

I lefi here on Ih e ni ght of Jul y 13 and came
back also on Ih e night of Aug. 7. I was gone for
three week s. In general, Ihe tri p had more sadness than hapllin ess. I was happy when see ing
my family afier a long time and I was sad
because I had to witness the diff culli es that my
famil y in parti cul ar and my vill age in general
have to go through in th eir every day lives.
My first stop from St. LOllis was Los Angeles. Atthe L.A . airport, I had to wait for severa l
hours for the nex t fli ght. In th e waiting room,
thore were many Vielnamese around. "1;hey arc
corning home like me," I thought. It was a long
way from L.A . to Taipei. I ate and tri ed to sleep
along th e way to ki ll the time. The pl ane arrived
to Ta ipai on time, six o'clock in Ihe momin g. An
hour later, I was on anoth er pl ane to fl ighl to Ho
Chi Minh ity. Most of the people on the airplane were Vi etn amese. Before the airpl ane took
off, J had to change my seal fOllr limes because
fami ly members wanted to sit together and I
Iried to please th em. When we were close 10
Saigon, I heard from olh ers around me lalking to
each other about how much th ey were going to
give the ai rport offeers to get through. Bribe is
the first thing in Ihe Vietnamese life. Normall y,
ciga rettes are used to start the conversat ions. If
something is important , th en money is nex t.
Almost everyone understand s and is ex pected to
do that. As soon as the airp lane landed on the
nrn way, I could hear the snap of th e seatbe lt and
when it was on th e way to th e port, almost every-

one around me stood up. Th ey were so eager to
get out. There were buses waiting to take us in at
th e bottom of the stairways.
On ' the
way out, I met a lady oRi cer at the immi grant
"gate." Giv ing her my passport and some. more
accompany papers, I waited to sec her reac tions.
She looked seri ous. Then , her face turned from
wh ite to red when she did not see any money
between the papers. She started to questi on me.
She asked me for a paper that I did not have. I
knew I had enough papers to go through but I
also knew she was trying to give me prob lems
because I did not give her anything. I tried to
ex plai n. I told her that th is is th e first time I go
back in both languages, more Engli sh than Vi etnamese. I wasn't nervous but trying to give her
back a prob lem. (J knew she didn 't know English
through observation.) f'ina ll y, she passed me
through wi th the foll ow ing sentence: "Next time,
remember to get Ihat (the paper she probably
made upl)." I wasn' t sure she wan ted to remind
me of the mon ey or th e paper! Nex t, at the custom gate, I had no probl ems gettin g through. The
o[fi cers there were reall y helpful (without any
money) and that surpri sed me. Then I heard
someone ca ll ing my name. I co uld n't recognize
anyone from th e crowd but I just waved at th em.
That was one of my ni eces. My fami ly was wa iting for me outside, almost everyone. There was
no hug, j ust smil es.
The first and second day, I stayed in my sister's house in Ih e city. My nephews and nieces
did not want to leave me for a step. They asked
me so many questions and also asked for toys,
eve n when we were in bed. The nex t morn ing, I

took th em out and got each a pi ece of toy. I let
th em choose the ones they like. Afier that, they
ignored me, got all their attentions on the toys.
In th e afternoon of the second day, we were
on the way to my vi llage. The road has been
made wider. I did not see the mud holes along
th e way regularly as in th e past. If in the past, it
look at least five hou rs to travel 100 mil es; now,
it took a little more- than three hours. About 3
p.m. May 16, the car stopped in front of my
house. It looked strange. I could have not recognized it if I went by myself. Letting th e others
take care of my luggage, J ran into the house to
meet my you nger brother who has been on the
wheel chair. (He was paralyzed after a diving
accident three years ago.) I wanted to hug him
but I knew he wasn't ready for that. We took
each other hands and squeezed. We both wanted
to cry but tried to hold back. The first night in the
vi ll age, I stayed with my family. Almost everyone in the family gathered around the bed where
my younger brother rested; we talked about a lot
of things; we talked about our past and the
future . That night, my sleep kept off and on. It
was probably because of the heat and mostl y
because of the feelings I was having.
Du ring th e day, we had flies, a lot of them.
At night, we had mosquitoes and bugs. They
were everywhere. After the first ni ght, there was
a lot of mosq uito bites on my body. Th e mosquitoes seemed to like my blood. When I sattogether with someo ne, I was the on ly one who constantly tri ed to slap the mosquitoes.
The nex t morning, I needed. to go to the
poli ce station to let them know that I wou ld be

going to stay in the village for three weeks. My
older brother took me there on a small motorcycle. Meeting me was an oRicer named Nam.
After several formal questions, he went directly
to the problem. He told me that he needs a.contribution : "It is not ob ligation. If you have
money, $70 or $80 (U.S. doll ars) is good. If you
don 't, then $20 or $30." I tried to explain to him
that I am still a student trying to go back to visit
fami ly. As soon as he understood my refusing,
he gave my papers back without signing, told me
that he has a meeting to go to and left me in the
room. I was so mad but trying to eontro) my temper.
That day, I had to leave that pl ace without
fini shing my papers. Before I came to the' stati on, I had been told that would happen, however, J was sti ll surpri sed. It was also true in my situation . I .had to go there three times and it cost
me $7 finally. It was like taking the money to
buy a signature, a seal. I had to bargain, to negotiate the price.
For the next several days as well as until the
end of the trip, J mostly spent time with my
fami ly. Severa l tim es, I went around the village
to vi's it my neighbors. Wherever I went, there
was one qu esti on I had to face . Everyone wanted to know that if I went home to look for a
wife! I onl y laughed in stead of answering.
My vill age has changed a lot. At th e time
J li ved here, th ere were onl y a few fami ly that
had a steady house. The rest lived in the houses that were made from leaves and trees from
the jungle. Now, I hardl y saw one with those
kind s of materi als.

see Vacation, page 19

Miner Question of the Week

by: Brandon Belvin
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" I th ink it's a ni ce add ition
to the campu s. II kind of
stretches the divers ity of
th e ca mpus. II s hows th at
there's more than just
eng in eerin g th in gs."

" It's pretty gay. I thin k
we should have a piece of
art that better depi cts
UMR than somethin g
carved by someone th at
doesn't know what UMR
is about."

" It seems okay to me."
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Sellior
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Michael Bales
F r eslllllllll
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M ichelle Biesell
Sophomor e
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" I'm not ure it tota lly fit s
w ith thi s ca mpu s. We're a
bun h of eng in eerin g students and we have th is
interesting art scu Ipture
th at sort of convey s the
fee li ngs of sO\lle wd ent
on cam pu s, but not a ll. "

" It's kind a neat. I never
rea lly thought about how
it in col'j orates int o' th e
ca mpus in parti cu lar. "

" I th in k it's awesome.
think it's rea lly pretty, and
it goes with the ca mpu s."
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Football stays undefeated, page 7
Men's soccer now 4·0, page 7
Cross country runs half meet, page 8

Nationally ranked men's
soccer team 4-0, best
start in school history
By

SEAN ZUCKERMAN

Sports Editor
of the Missouri Miner

After three consecutive wi ns in
which they oulscored their opponents
10-1 , the Univers it y of MissouriRolla men's soccer team had ils s ights
set on an unprecedented fourth
straight victory.
Their three w in s have come
against teams from the Great Lakes
Valley Conference, whi ch is a power
conference. The latest vic tim for the
Miners was Ind iana- Purdue-Fort
Wayne, who e ntered the season
ranked fifth in the conference ahead
of the eighth ranked Miners. The
Mastodons finished last year with a
record of 18-3-2 overall and saw its
first berth in the National Colleg iate
Athletic Associati on tournament
where they made it 10 the quarterfinals.
"IPFW jusl went to Division I so
some of their players were not eligible
by NCAA rules to play," said McMahon. Currentl y the Miners are ranked
24th in NC AA polls released last
Wednesday, and the y look to mo ve up
rapidl y. Truman State was rank ed
fourth in the same poll , but lost twice
this Past weekend. One of those losses was to number 15 Lewis. Currentl y
UMR is ranked third in the region
behind both aforementioned teams.
" We are finally getting the
respect we deserve with our national
ranking. We 've taken down some
nationally ranked teams in the past,
but nobody seemed 10 notice," John
Almeida said.
In addition, two Miner players

are closing in on sc hool records.
Goalkeeper Todd Wilfling lied the
school record for shutouts with the
win over IPFW bri nging his career
total to nine, three of which have
occurred
thi s season. Nathan
Wojtkiewicz scored two goals against
the Mastodons to bring hi s career goal
total to 33 goals. The school record is
held by Kurt O ' Brien who tallied 35
goals over his career at UMR.
Two additional pl aye rs also lit up
the scoreboard against IPFW. Greg
Naslund and Chris Shaw accounted
for the remai ning two Miner goals.
All four of UMR 's goa ls came in the
second hal f starting al 60:22 with
Naslund 's goal. Wilfling stopped six
shots on goal to preserve his shutout.
Keeping true wit h their previous
three games, the Miners played an
extremely physical game. A total of
42 foul s were called between the two
teams. Twenty of those foul s were
charged to UMR. Three players drew
yellow cards for the Miners. Hass Jassim, Jeff Leonard and B.J. Stuhlsatz
each pocketed a yellow piece of
paper.
"The score was tied 0-0 goi ng
inlo halftime. We came out in the second half really intense. Greg came oul
looking to score a goal ," McMahon
said.
The Miners look to increase their
unbeaten streak to five games this Saturday when they play host to Lincoln
University. Game time is set for 7
p.m. at the UMR Soccer fields .
"With only one game this week,
we ' re looking forward to the break. It
should be a good game against lincoln for us to exhibit our offensive
".bilities," said McMahon.

jcienctS
awesome. I

!llypret1}',~~
!he campus.
Alex Mendrygal boots a PATduring the Miner's home opener against Kentucky Wesleyan on Sept. 2. Mendrygal
kicked a 24-yard field goal with 1 :06 remaining to win the
game for the Miners 22-2e over Mo Valley.
photo by Mike Droszcz

Hass Jassim advances the ball up the field against St. Joseph's on Sept. 2 while Aaron
Ogorzalek follows_ The Miners are currently ranked 23rdin the latest NCA)poll after beatphoto by Mike Droszcz
ing Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne 4-0.

Miner football on 2 game winning
streak after beating Mo Valley 22-2
By

SANDRA TERRY

of the Missouri Miner

Chalk up a nother win- the Miners
a re on a roll! With a 2-0 record , the
foo tba ll team s hould be pallin g
themselves on the back .
On Saturday, Sep!. 9, th e Miners took on th e Vikings o'r Mi ssouri
Va ll ey. , T hey came into the game
wilh a 1-0 record after beatin g Ken tucky Wesleyan 35 -2 8 on Saturday,
Sept . 2 at home, ending a twentytwo game losing streak .
They
knew they were facing a difficult
challenge playin g the Heart of
America Conference title holder but
they entered the game with confidence and succeeded with a 22-20
victory.
"We knew we were facing
tough opponents. Missouri Valley
is a good team, being the conferO ur
e nce champion s last year.
expeclations were to play tough,
a nd see what we could do," head
coach Kirby Cannon said .
The Miners barely sq ueezed by
w ith a victory in Ihi s game. With
Ihe game comin g to a close, the
Mi ners were down 19-20_ With
one-minute and six seco nds left on
placekicker
Alex
th e c lock,
Mendrygal kicked a twe nt y- four
ya rd fie ld g oal to g ive the Miners
th eir second straig ht victory.
" I would definit e ly li ke to
commend Mendryga l for his kick .
This was th e game-save r," Ca nno n
said.
Ano ther key p layer in the game was
cornerback Drew Bullocks. In th e
first quarter wit h a minule and fiftythree seconds gone, Bu llocks

grabbed a sevent y-five ya rd punt
return to score the fir st touchdo w n,
with tre extra poi nt being scored by
Mendryga l. With ten seconds to go
in th e first quarter, Mendr yga l went
on to gain a forty-three ya rd fie ld
goa l for UMR.
The Miners fell behind in the
third quarter wit h th e Viki ngs being
up fou r poin ts, but th ey grab bed a
team sa fet y to bring th e score to 1214, j ust two poi nt s be hind .
Senior ti ghl end Jason Freed
received a seventy- yard pass from
sophomore
quarterback
Mike
Ma hon ey to score a touchdown .
Mendrygal grabbed the extra point
to bring the Miners ahead 19-14 .
They th en wen I on to take the game
with a two-point victory_
This game proved to be a n
importanl victory for the Miners for
more tha n one reaso n. Missouri
Valley's offensive coordin a tor is
Jim Anderson w ho joi ned their slaff
this season after spe nding the spring
coaching in Ihe Indoor Football
League in Siou x City, Iowa. Ander-

son was the Miner 's head coach for
seven seasons from 1992-98 .
" I believe that some of the
pl aye rs gai ned a little motivation
from thi s, b ut not th e team as a
who le. Man y o f th e playe rs are
newe r, so the y did not - know the
ot he r coach . I' m sure many of the
pl aye rs wou ld have liked to do well
or prove themse lves to thei r o ld
coach, tho ugh," Ca nn on sa id .
S peaking of new pla yers, there
are thirty-one red-sh irted freshmen ,
a nd four ac ti ve freshmen , who a re
beginning to produce results for the
Miners.
" The freshmen have showed
outslanding performances," Cannon said.
Many of the players have been
commended for their performances
including j unior Ken Okwuonu ,
w ho received the Mid -America
Interco llegiate Athletic Association
pl aye r of the we~ k award for the
week of September) . This recogni

see Undefeated, page 11
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Miner Sports Recap
Women's Soccer:
UMRO
South em Indiana 1

,

Men's Soccer:

Football:

Cross Country

UMR4
Indianapolis 1

UMR 22
Missouri Valley 20

Mule Run at CMSU
iles)

Lizz Szkyrbalo 2 goals
Tara Hammond 1 goal
Ana Mora 5 saves

I

UMR has outscored opponents 14-1 in 4 games

Cross country competes well ·on shortened course
By TERA MCCALLUM

•

Assistant Sports Editor
of the Missouri Miner

The University of MissouriRolla men 's and women 's cross country team is off to a very different start
than what has become common in the
past years. After last week's meet
being shortened due to the heat and
this week's meet being a shortened
course to begin w ith , this is the first
season that the team has ever run two
meets that were less th~n a 5K for the
women and an 8K for the men.
"This is the first year that we
have ever started off the season this
way, but I think that it is going to be
great for the team in the long run,"
said Coach Sarah Preston. "Last week
was just a fluke that the meet was
shortened, so I had not planned to be
running a shortened race then . This
weeks meet I did know was going to
be shortened, but I wanted the team to
run in it, regardless of the length,
because this is going to be our only
chance to run this course before we
compete on it for conference."
This weeks meet was a two mile
race for the women (their normal distance is a five or six kilometer race)
and a four mile race for the men (thei r
normal distance is an eight or ten kilometer race). In th e past weeks, the
Miner team has been working with the
goal of the longer races in min u, while
many teams that thcy were competing
against this weekend has been focusing on sprint worko uts that wo uld
benefit them in the shortened races.
"I really do not feel that we need
to be doing high amoun t of sprint
workouts that some of the teams arc
doing at this time," said Preston. "We
have been working on the base phase
right now which Include' more distance, fartlek and temr' workouts.

This is a building phase that we are in
now, but we will be going into the
strength phase soon that once combined wi th the base should put us in
good shape for the final meets of the
season."
Despite a different kind of train:
ing than the other teams in the meet,
the Miners sti ll had a fair amount of
success in the Central Missouri State
University Mule Run.
The Lady Miners got a good look
of some conference foes in the race,
including the conference champs of
last year Central Mi ssouri State. The
team returns all of its runners from
last year and is expected to take the
conference crown for a second year.
Despite the difficult competition
the Lady Miners were still able to fin ish well in the standings this week.
Sondra Terry, last weeks top fini sher
for the Lady Miners, once again led
the Lady Miner pack finishing the two
mile course in 12 minutes and 46 seeonds, whi ch was good for 13th place,
the best finish of the day for the UMR
team. With two races under the freshman 's belt, she is now turning to "hil:'<about the upcoming races.
"I am actuall y looking forward to
the longer distances," Terry said after
the meet. "We have run such high
mileage the last few weeks at practice
that I think the jump wi ll still be less
mileage than we put in at practice."
After a coming off a brief illness last
week, Kim Hoffman finished just
behind Terry in 12:55, which was
good for 18th place.
"I really had a good week of
practice last week," sa id Hoffman. " It
has reall y helped me the last two
weeks having Sondra close to me in
the race so that we cou Id run together.
I think it will really help us in future
races to be able to run with teammates. I think Kate (Hamera) wtll be

able to pack up with us as well and we
will have a great pack goi ng. "
Hamera stayed close to her teammates this week, fini shing third for the
Lady Miners, just half a minute
behind Hoffman. Hamera fini shed in
a time of 13:26, which was ahead of
her pace from the previous week.
Other finishers for the Lady Miners were Nicole Schmidt, who finished her first collegiate cross country
race in 13:27 just a second behind
Hamera, Sarah Thompson (14:25),
and Jennie Garrison (14:26).
On the men's side , Kevin
McGuire had the breakout performance of the meet as he was able to
place in the top twenty of the meet.
McGuire- finished the four-mile
course in 21 :30, which gave him a finish of 19th place.
The men 's team was also able to
bring a pack to the front as three of
McGuire's teammates were within a
minute of his time. The second finisher for the Miners was last week's
top finisher, Walter Kramb. Kramb
came across the finish line in a time of
21 :52, wi th freshman Scott Caldwell
fini shing just a second later in his first
collegiate race. Caldwell was not able
to compete last week as a resu lt of a
knee injury.
"I really wasn't too wo rried
about my knees," said Caldwell , " I
tried to run sage, but the knees never
really bothered me. I was happy with
my time, but not so much with my
place. I felt that I let up more than I
needed to in the third mile and could
have finished higher."
Other finishers for the Miners were
Joe White (22:40), Steve Kerr (22 :52),
Tyler Vrooman (23 :22), and Garrett
Eul er (24 :36).
The men 's team was ab le to fi nIshed ahead of four other teams
including Graceland College, Ottawa

College, Rockhurst Co llege and
Wentworth Military Academy.
" In all I was sti ll very happy with the
performances of both teams," said
Preston. "Both teams went out very
aggressive ... 1 felt the we ran very
well with our conference teams and
were able to stay close to them . If we
can catch some of them is yet to be
seen."
" I cou ld tell that some people
were tired this week, we did two speed
workouts for the first time this season
and I feel that it did hurt some people,
but I think it will really payoff next
weekend."
The Miners will get to see how
the training has prepared them as both
teams will make significant jumps in
mileage this coming weekend. The

team will be traveling to Joplin , Mo
where they wi II compete in the South• em Stampede hosted by Missouri
Southern State University. The races
wi ll be a six-kilometer (approximaiely
3.7 miles) for the women and an eightkilometer(approximately 4.9 miles}
for the men . On the whole the team
feels that they wi II be read y for the
longer distances.
" I reall y feel that it is not goi ng
to mak e a huge difference," said
Thompson . " No matter what the dis·
tance we are goi ng to be running as
hard as we can so I feel that the longer
distance reall y will not be that noticeable to us during the race."
The team will compete Saturday,
September 16 at Joplin, Mo .

's
Nicole Schmidt strides toward the finish line du -ing the
first meet of her collegiate career. The Lady Miners finished
photo by Tera McCallum
the Mule Run in fifth place.
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Recent surveys show

52%
of drinking college students drink

Alcohol abuse has led to, or Increased,
unintended pregnancies, the spread of sex· .
ually transmitted diseases such as AIDS,
suicide attempts and academic problems.

primarily to get drunk.

If you drink,
the Missouri Miner
asks that you

Drink
Responsibly

PLEASE
Undefeated
From page 9

ENGINEERING
HBE Corporation, a leader in the design/build industry, has the following opportunities
available:
CIVIL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in construction management. BSCE degree required .
Design experience.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS: BSEE degree, emphasis in power distribution, motor controls,
and/or lighting. Design experience.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS: Emphasis in HVAC design, plumbing design, mechanical
eqUipment specifications, or mechanical design. BSME degree.
CAD experience in AutoCAD, ReI. 14 or 2000 experience is a definite plus. Graduate degrees

are a plus. Excellent Communication skills.

llin, Mo
eSouth·
dissouri
he races
<imaiely
meight.
miles)
he team
for the

HBE Corporation offers a comprehensive benefits package and opportunities for advancement.
For immediate consideration, send your resume with references and salary information or see us
at the Engineering Career Fair on September 28, 2000 or at the on -campus interviews on October
4, 2000. Send your resumes to:

Director of Personnel
HBE Corporation

lt going

11330 Olive Blvd.

:," said
the dis·
ning as

St.louis, MO 63141

,longer
notice·
,turoay,

Phone: (314) 567-9000
Fax: (314)567~02
E-mail: prsnl.hbe@hbecorp.com
Website: www.hbecorp.com
E.O.E. MlFIDN

t io n is not anyth ing n ew to
Okwuonu , who earned second-team
. A II- M IAA honors after an o utstand ing sophomore year.
He
became only the th ird pl ayer in
UM R h istory to rush for one-thousand yards in a 'season in 1999.
O th er exceptiona l performances
include running for 175 yards on 18
carri es against Missouri Southern,
ty ing the then n inth·best singlegame performance in schoo l hi story.
Overall , the Mi ners have big
ex pec tations fo r the season. As of
now they are looki ng ahead to each
indi vidua l game . The next game
w ill b e agains t M issouri Western .
"Missouri Western wi ll prove
to be quite a cha ll eng e. They have
a good program, and a lthough they
are 0-2 at the time, Ihey will be
ex treme ly Jl un gry for the competiti on and the v ictory," Cannon said .
The Mi ners w ill be facing off
against Mi ssouri Western on Saturday, Sept. 16 in St. Jose ph , Mo.
Th is game wi ll be the fi rst of a
seri es of MI AA con ference games.
Ki ck· off time is 7 p.m .
The Min er's next home game
is scheduled for Sept. 23 again st
rv1 IAA foe Tr uman StateUniversi ty.
Kick<Jff time is set fo r I p. m . in
Jack ling fie ld . Sept. 23 wi ll a lso be
MS M/ U MR Ha ll o f Fam e Day,
which ce lebrates the ac h ievements
of past UMR athl etes.
T h e Griffon s of Misso ur i
We6tern w ere the onl y team the
Mi n ers beat in 1997 , and hav e
blown UM R o ut in the las t two '
meeti ngs, 39-0 a nd 56-10 last year.

Have You Used Our Too·Jkit?
Just point your browser to
http://www.umr.edu/-w.e.b.tQ.Qj.s!lQQ.i$ .

Close to Campus
Friendly Atmosphere
Open Till Midnight

• Italian Sodas · Chai
.. Burgers · Steaks • Salads
e
ished
}/Um

205 W 11th Street (Betwee n Pin e & Rolla)
368- 4141

From here you can use
various helpful tools for your
computer account.
Give us a call at 341-HELP[4357] if you
have questions about (he different tools.

c:
~

?
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IU fires Kn.ight amid recent behavior

controv~rsy
PR

By

DAVID UCHIYAMA

of the Indiana Daily Student

Ind iana University basketball
coach Bob Knight left fo r a brief
'vacation in Canada on Saturday
morning. IU President Myles Brand
put Knight on a permanent vacation
Sunday afternoon , when he
removed Knight from his position
for _violating the "zero-tolerance
policy," established May 15 by the

made angry and inflammatory
University.
"The probl em is that he has contin- remarks about University officials
ued a pattern ' of unacceptable ' and the IU Board of Trustees,"
behavior which is similar to the
Brand said.
pattern he had prior to May 15 , Kni ght has disrespected alumni .
exce pt it's gotten worse," Brand "The coach has informed the Unisaid. "Th ere wasn't just one versity that he refuses now to parinstance . It was ongoing."
ticipate in previously scheduled
Brand cited several examples of Varsity Club events -- the most popKnight's behavior that violated the ular and widely attended events our
alumni anticipate each year," Brand
polic)',
'
Knight has embarrassed IU in pub- said.
lic and private. "Coach Knight has Knight verbally abused an IU

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

administrator. "There has been an
instant in the recent past in
which coach Knight verbally abused
a high-ranking female University
official in the presence of other persons," Brand said.
Knight has not cooperated in fulfilling the sanctions. "It is important to
note that the coach \las
agreed to fulfill these obligations,
but he has forced the University to
go through a protracted, unpleasant
and completely unnecessary process
to reach that end ," Brand said.
Knight was insubordinate. "I
requested, more than once, that he
postpone his trip and stay in
Bloomington.
He
adamantly
refused," Brand said.
Knight initiated physical contact
with freshman Kent Harvey. "The
severity of the act is in
dispute.
But the bottom line is that an angry
confrontation with a student explicitly violates the spirit and letter of
the guidelines," Brand said.
"The fact is, that in giving coach
Knight one more opportunity, he
has failed to take advantage of
it. It was his decision ."
Brand offered Knight the chance to
resign when they spoke on the
phone Sunday morning. Upon
hearing Knight's refusal , Brand told
Knight that he was being removed - effective immediately.
"Knight told me he wanted to continue to coach at lU," Brand said.
"We had our conversation. It
was a ci vil conversation and he
understood the points. He did not
react angril y. Coach did say he did
not believe he did anything wrong.
The conversation lasted about 10
minutes."

The equa tion is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fu nd can equal better performance.

Throughout the weekend the IU
Board of Trustees communicated
with Brand informally and the
IU Police Department continu ~ lly
briefed Brand on the Harvey incident. Brand said the Trustees did
not take a vote, nor did they need to,
because the University exercised a
clause in Knight's conJract: "If the
Universit y at any time desires ,
Coach shall cease to serve as head
basketball coach w hen so advised in
writing."
"The large majority of the Trustees
fully supports thi ~ decision," said

THE IMPA[J OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE
$2 15,000

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your
investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34% .'

Low-Cost Account

$176,000
High-Cost Accoont

For decades, we 've bee n committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision : TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

EXPENSES 2
Tota l acc umulations after 20 years based on injtial investment
of $50.000 and hypothetical ann ua l returns of 8%. Tota l returns
and principal value of investm ents will nUclUate, and yie ld may
vary. The chart above is prese nted for illustrative purposes only
and does not renect actual jX!rfonn ance, or predict fUlUre
results, of any T JAA·C REF account , or renec! taxes.

1 800.842.27 76
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For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is
near, but not actually at the bottomof, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum . • TtAA·CREF Individual and Institutional Services, tnc distrib·
utes the CREF and TlAA Reat Estate variable annuities . • Teachers Personal Investors Services, tnc distributes the Personal Annuities variable
annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements . • TlAA and TIAA·CREF life tnsurance Co., New York, NY, issue insurance and
annuities . • TlAA·CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services . • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are
not bank guaranteed. © 2000 TlAA·CREF OBl03
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Frederick Eichhorn , vice
president of the Board of Trustees.
"We regret that the coach's actions
have resulted in this conclusion, but
this is the best answer for the University 'at this time."
The IU basketball players showed
their support for Knight by driving
to Indianapolis for the news
co,!ference and discussing their
feelings with the media. They
leaned against the wall, with their
shoulders shrugged, heads slightly
lowered as Brand mad'e his remarks.
The players also appeared at the
beginning of a pro-Knight rally that
started in front of Assembly
Hall, weaved its way through campus, lasted more than six hours and .
grew to more than 2,000 people
strong, The rally ended when
Knight showed up .after midnight at
Assembly Hall to disperse the
crowd,
"We wanted to come down here and
thank everybody for their support,"
junior center Kirk Haston
said in (ront of Assembly HalL '"I
knew he had supporters, but to see
the students come out here like this
-- it's great."
Athletics
Director
Clarence
Doninger and Vice President for
Administration Terry Clapacs, will
lead a committee to find an interim
coach for the 2000-0 I season.
"I thought we were set for the year,
and then some," Doninger said . "We
will certainly consider
in-house, and we will certainly listen to the team. We're ·going to be
very open-minded , and we're going
to move very quickl y. "
Doninger also said that even though
a new person can coach the IU basketball team, nobody can replace
Knight
"Coach Knight has been the IU basketball coach and in this time of
unparalleled
success,"
Doninger said. "This has been a
golden era with so many positive
things. He has been a tremendous
coach. It's been a wonderful ride.
He's had some glitches along the
way. But I think it's a very sad ending ."
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Former UMR Swimmer makes splash at Olympic
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PRESS RELEASE

from UMR Public Relations

Sixteen years ago, Dr. Paul
Stricker, a 1982 University of Missouri-Rolla life sciences graduate,
tried to make th'e U,S, Olympic team,
A former All-America swimmer at
UMR, he was training for a spot on
the Olympic team in the I DO-meter
butterfly while attending medical
schooL
He missed qualifying for the
Olympic trials by just two-tenths of a
second.
Stricker recently headed to Sydney, Australia, home of the 2000 Summer Olympics, as a team physician for
the United States swimming, diving
and synchronized swimming teams.
He is ,spending five weeks, including
the entire month of September, working with those teams in Sydney. '
"I found out about this right
before Thanksgiving," Stricker says.
"They want to let you know early to
see if you can give the time commitment needed for this position. It also
came about a week and a half before
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my interview here at Scripps (Clinic
in La Jolla, Calif.) - and I mentioned
that to them in the interview. They
loved it and thought it would be a
great addition to their program."
An All-America swimmer at
UMR in the 400-yard individual medley in 1982, Stricker was working as a
doctor in the sports medicine clinic at
Vanderbilt University when he
learned he was selected for the
Olympics assignment. He left Vanderbilt in April to take the position at
Scripps Clinic, not far from the

Olympic training center in Chul a
Vista',
While originally wanting to
study architecture, Stricker gained an
interest in sports medicine while at
UMR, He felt it offered a great opportunity to stay in contact with the sport
even after his competitive days were
fini shed, and he used that interest to
earn this opportunity to go to the
Olympics.
"I got hooked up with USA
Swimming and the sports medicine
field," he said, "I applied with the

Miner Match-up

United States Olympic Committee
and got involved in the program, It 's a
step-by-step process, where you start
with small er regional events, then

international events - such as the
World University Games - and work
your way up, The pyramid gets smaller as you go farther along,"

Little Caesars·
In Rolla says
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Customer Appreciation Day
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September 13
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Medium pepperoni Just $2.99
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$2.99 ALL DAY
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Limit 5. No advance ord~rs. No special orders
Valid Sept. 13. 2000 1013 Kil1Qsh~ay. Rolla. MO
36'8-3250
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Fall 2000 Upcoming Workshops

Interviewing 5kllliL
Thursday, September 14
4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, October 3
4,30 p .m.
hrtematlonal $tu4en1;5' Job Search
Tuesday, September 12
4,30 p.m.

The

yc071t

HAIR MASTERS

(attend one)
Re&ume & Cover kett§,. Writing
Monday, September 1 8
4,30 p.m.

,.I

201 Norwood Hall
201 Norwood Hall
201 Norwood Hall

P lete Hail' [;,. Nail" Care

~

UNDA KEENEY, owner/slylisl:

'J00 N . Rolla St.
Rona, MO 6e>40J

TlIe~,-Fri ,

(573) 364-0707
9·5 pm, Sa t, By Appt.

201 Norwood Hall

L!beral.AJ:}~..,JS2.t Searoh

Wednesday, September. 1 3
4:30 p.m.
How to Ccmquer the Career Fair
Thursday, September 21
6,00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 26
4:30 p.m.

G5 H-SS Building

Mark Twain Rm, UCE
Mark Twain Rm, UCE

Mix & Mlnelewitl1 Ease
Tuesday, OctQger 10
6:00 p.m.
Plant Tt4? Preview
4:30 p .m.
Tuesday, Qqober 17
Tuesdo,Y, October 31
1 2:30 p.m~
5afade5 & Benefita Informatlon Session
Thursday, October 26
4:30 p.m.

Miner lounge, UCE

201 Norwood Hall
Missouri Room, UCE

Multi -Player
Computer
Gaming Center

201 Norwo,od Holl

Practice Interviews
Improve Your Interviewing Skills Before the Real Thing.!
Practice Interviews are conducted on the third floor of Norwood Hall every
Mondoy from September J 1 through October 23,2000. Sign up in the
Career Opportunities Center for a 45-mfnut.e appointment. A Career Advisor
wi lt videotape and review the Practice Intcr-view with you.

:T he Career Opportunities Center

1081 E. 18th Street
Inside
dventure Time Vid
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2001 BARRY GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION
Information for the 2001 Barry Goldwater Scholarship competition is
available frolT' the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs , 204
Parker Hall: This scholarship honors and encourages students to pursue
careers as scientists, mathematicians, and engineers. Barry M. Goldwater
Scholarships were awarded to UMR students in 1992, 1993, and 1995.
Each scholarship covers eligible expenses for tuition, fees , books, and
room and board, up to a maximum of $7,500 annually. Scholarship monies not
used during one academic year are not transferable to the succeeding
academic year. Scholarships are awarded to two groups of students - those
who will Qe juniors and those who will be seniors during the 2001-2002
academic year. Junior-level awards are awarded for two years , while seniorlevel awards are made for one year.
Since students must be nominated through the educational institution,
completed applications (including the secondary school transcript) are due in
the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs no later than December
1,2000. (The February 1- deadline listed in the Bulletin of Information is the
date the Foundation must receive the applications from the educational institution.)
NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
GRADUATE RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Approximately 900 new National Science Foundation Graduate Research
Fellowships will be awarded for the 2000-2001 academic year to support
graduate study in science, mathematics, and engineering. Support services for
this program is provided by Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU).
Fellowships are awarded for graduate study leading to research-based
master's or doctoral degrees in science, mathematics, and engineering
supported by the National Science Foundation. Applicants must be citizens,
nationals, or permanent resident aliens of the United States at the time of
application. Applicants must be at or near the beginning of their graduate
study.
Each three~year fellowship provides a stipend of $16,800 for 12-month
tenure, and a cost-of-education allowance of $10,500 per tenure year.
Applications for these merit-based Fellowships are reviewed by disciplinary
panels of scientists, mathematicians, and engineers. Application materials are
available in 204 Parker Hall.
Completed applications must be postmarked by November 7,2000.
Awards will be made in March 2001 . Additional information isavajlable from
Oak Ridge Associated Universities, P.O. Box 3010, Oak Ridge, TN 37831-3010,
phone (865) 241 -4300, electronic mail nsfgrfp@orau.gov or fax (865) 241-4513.
2000 RHODES SCHOLARSHIP
The Office of the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs has received
information for the 1999 Rhodes Scholarship competition . To be eligible for this
scholarship, applicants must be United States Citizens and born on or after .
October 1, 1976 and before October 1, 1982. Applicants must have achieved
academic standing sufficiently advanced to assure completion of a bachelor's
degree before October 1, 2001 .
.
Appointment to a Rhodes Scholarship is made for two years with
possibly a third year if the Scholar's record at Oxford and the plan of study
warrant such an award.
Applicants may apply in either the state from which they wi ll have
received at least two years of college and a bachelor'S degree before October
1, 200 1, or in the state where they legally resided on April 15, 2000.
Applications must be postmark'ed no later than October '13, 2000.
Addresses to which the applications shoul d be sent in each state are li sted on
the back of the Memorandum of Regulations and Application Form. This form
or further information regard ing the application procedures and programs of
study at the University of Oxford may be obtained from the Office of the Vice
Chancellor fo r Academic Affairs , 204 Parker Hall.
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Women's soccer evens
record up with 3-1 win
By T.J.

NISHIMOTO

o ( the Missouri Miner

The Lady Miners were the victors
in a tough match against Indiana-Purdue-Ft. Wayne th is· past Sunday.
Despite a halftime deficit, they came
back strong after an inspiring speech
by Head Coach Dawson Dri sco ll.
Scoring three goals in the second half,
the Lady Miners won with fi rst-class
play by the offense. The defense
played strong all game. Led by sweeper Connie Meyers and goalkeeper Ana
Mora, onl y one goal was allowed by
the Lady Miner 's defense.
The first half was a defensive battle for both teams, onl y allowing one
goal which came off of a penalty kick.
Although the goalie made a valiant
effort,. the ball slipped through her
grasp.
The offense came off the bench at
the beginning of the second half ready
for action. About ten minutes into the
second half, the first strike from the
offense came off the strong foot of Liz
Szkrybalo. The goal was made possible by an assist from Denise McMillan. Following that goal, two of the
Lady Miner's newest stars connected
for another goal. Freshmen Colleen
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Connors assisted Tara Hammond in
her breakaway goal. The final blow
was delivered by Szkrybalo off a beauti fully placed comer kick that slipped
past the goalie.
"The offense of [lPFWl was
weaker than some of the tougher teams
that we have played such as Southern
Illinois. THey really only had one
strong forward that tried to carry the
team," defender Connie Meyers said.
Later this week, the Lady Miners
, will face Northwest Missouri State in
their first conference game of the season. Game time is set for 3 p.m. at
Maryyille, Mo. The next home game
for the women is scheduled for Sunday, Sept. 17 against Harding. Kickoff
time is set for I p.m. at the UMR soccer field.
"We think we can win conference
this year, but we definitely need to
play better than we did this weekend.
WE have a really strong team this
year. WE have a large number of
freshmen that work well with the
team. We can start any of the freshmen
at any time," said Denise McMillan,
the current top scorer for the Lady
Miners. Her five goals earned her
Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic .
Association Athlete of the Week for
.
Sept. 3.

'

Phone: (573) 364-8892
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How are science and engineering jobs
doing in the United States market?
By

SARAH COWAN

of the Missouri Miner

The Science and Erygineering (S&E) workforce is a hot subject arnong students and faculty
members at the University of Missouri- Rolla.
Many students may wonder about the size of the
S&E workforce in the U.S., the average salaries for
employees, the issue of women and minorities and
the demand for science and engineering employees in the coming years.
The National Science Foundation has done
extensive research to answer these and other questions related to the Science and Engineering workforce. The data provided here is taken from the
NSF's Science and Engineering Indicators - 2000.
Some of this information taken from S&E Indicators is from the NSF's Scientists and Engineers statistical data system (SESTA1), which is a unified
database primarily containing information on the
employment, education, and demographic characteristics of individuals with S&E degrees in the
United States.

How large is the S&E work''force in the U.S.?

I

Games: Deus Ex, page 16
Food: Ham and Bean goodness, page 16
G&G: Sporadic car malfunctions, page 17

Estimates of the size of the U.S. S&E labor
force can vary dramatically depending on what criteria are used to define a scientist or engineer. Educational degree levels and fields, occupational categories, or a combination of these factors may all
be taken into account. In 1997, more than 12.5 million people in the United States either held degrees
in science or engineering or were working as scientists or engineers. The number of individuals
holding a college degree in an S&E field in 1997
exceeded by a large margin the number of persons
working in an S&E occupation because many S&E
degree holders were not working in an S&E field.
Numerous individuals were also working in S&E
occupations who were educated in fields not considered science or engineering related.

What
are
average
salaries of employees?
In 1997 the median annual salary of
bachelor's degree holders , employed in
S&E occupations was $52,000; for master's recipients it was $59,000 and for doctorate holders $62,000. Engineers commanded the highest salaries at each degree
level. The lowest median salaries were
reported for social scientists at each degree
_ I.~ve l. Median salaries for scientists and
engineers were higher for those with more At the Fall 1999 Career Fair, these companies looked for young people to fill such
years since completion of iheir highest positions as internships. How is their permanent h-iring market? photo by Dazzle
degree. For example, individuals who
pie, the median salary of engineers with bachelor's
earned their bachelor's or master's degrees five to The salary differential could be due in part to sevnine years ago earned about $12,000 and $8,000 eral factors. Women were more likely than men to degrees who are between the ages of 20 and 29
be working in· educational institutions and in social
ranged from $40,000 for Hispanics to $44,000 for
less, respectively in 1997 than those who received
Asians. Among those between the ages' of 40 and
these degrees 15-19 years ago. For doctorate hold- science occupations, in nonmanagerial positions
49, the median salary ranged from $55,000 for Hisers, the difference between the two groups in terms . and to have fewer years since receipt of degree, all
of which are related to salary differences. Among panics to $62,600 for whites ..Looking at time in the
of years since receipt of degree was $ 14,000.
scientists and engineers in the workforce who have work force, the median salary of engineers with
held their degrees five years or less, the median
bachelor's degrees in 1997 who had received their
How many women and annual
salary of S&E women was 83 percent of degree within the last five years was $40,000 for all
minorities are in the engineer- . that for men. The salary diff~rential varied greatly ethnicities. Among those who had received their
by broad field. In computer and mathematical sci- degrees 20-24 years before, the median salary was
ing workforce?
ence occupations in 1997, wqmen's salaries were approximately $65,000 for all ethnicities.
. approX imately 12 percent less than men's. As with
men, women earned the highest median salary in
Women Scientists and Engineers
What is tbe projected demand
computer and mathematical sciences ($5 1,000) and
Women were slightly more than one-fifth (23
percent) of the S&E workforce, but close to half the lowest in life sciences ($37,000).
(46 percent) of the U.S. labor force in 1997.
Although changes in the NSF surveys do not permit analysis of long-term trends in employment,
short-term trends show some increase in the representation of women with doctorates 'in S&E
employment: women represented 23 percent of scientists and engineers with doctorates in the United
States in 1997. In 1993, they represented 20 percent and in 1995 22 percent.

Their Salaries
In 1997, the median annual salary for women
scientists and engineers was $47,000, about,20 percent less than the median salary for men ($58,000).

Racial or Ethnic Minority

for S&E workers in the coming years?

"

With the exception of Asians, minorities are a
much smaller proportion of scientists and engineers
in the United States than they are in the total U.S.
population. Asians comprised 10 percent of scientists and engineers in the United States in 1997,
although they were 4 percent of the U.S. population. Blacks (12 percent), Hispanics (II percent),
and American Indians (I percent) as a group were
24 percent of th.e U.S. population and 7 percent of
the total S&E labor force in 1997. Blacks and Hispanics each comprised about 3 percent and Native
Americans less than half of I
percent of scientists and
engineers.

Their Salaries
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Salaries for scientists and engineers vary
somewhat among racial or
ethnic groups . . Among all
scientists and engineers, the
median salaries by racial or
ethnic group are $55,000 for
whites and Asians, $48,000
for blacks, $50,000 for Hispanics and $46,000 for
Americ~n Indians. Within
fi elds and age categories,
median salaries of scientists
and engineers by race or ethnicity are not dramatically
different and do not follow a
consistent pattern. For exam-

During the 1998-2008 period, employment in
S&E occupations is expected to increase at almost
four times the rate for all occupations. Though the
economy as a whole is anticipated to provide
approximately 14 percent more jobs over this
decade, employment opportunities for S&E jobs
are expected to increase by about 51 percent, or
about 1.9 million jGbs. Approximately four-fifths
. of the increase in S&E jobs will occur in computer-related occupations. Overall employment in
these occupations across all industries is expected
to alinost double over the 1998-2008 decade, with
more than 1.5 million new jobs being added.
Jobs for ~omputer engineers and scientists are
expected to increase from 914,000 to 1,858,060,
while employment for computer systems analysts
is expected to grow from 617,000 to almost 1.2
million jobs.
Within engineering, electrical-electronic engineering is projected to have the biggest absolute
and relative employment gains, up by 93,000 jobs,
or about 26 percent. Civil and mechanical engineers are also expected to experience above-average employment gains, with projected increases of
about 21 and 16 percent, respectively. Employment
for all engineering oGcupations is expected to
increase by an average of approximately 20 percent.
Employment in physical science occupations
is expected to increase by about 15 percent, from
200,000 to 229,000 jobs; slightly less ihan half of
Ihe projected job gains are for chemists (13,000
new jobs).
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CD Review:

A softer change of pace
for the Pat McGee Band
By REBECCA LEX A

of the Missouri Miner

Though th e Pat McGee Band is
usually categori zed as roc k, its
sound is more akin to modern country o r folk than any thin g. With
instrum entation light and airy, and a
nice se t of harmonizing vocal s ,
th ese g uys less resem ble Pantera
than they do Lonestar. Still , they
have a very we ll -po li shed act, and it
shows in their new album , " Shine."
T heir strongest aspect by fa r (s thei r
lyrics, wh ich a re we ll- written and
don ' t strain to rh yme.
The band is co mpr ised of
vocalist a nd g uitarist Pat McGee,
backup vocalist A I Walsh who also
plays guitar, mandolin and banjo,
Jonath a n Willia~s on keyboards
and more backing vocals, bass ist
Jo hn
Small ,
drummer
Chri s
Williams and perc uss ioni st Chardy
McEwan. There a re a lso cameo
appearances by g uitari sts Warren
Hay nes a nd Brian Fechi no, an d
Michael C. Ghegan on several saxopflOnes . The band it se lf was
form ed in 1996 and has e njo yed a
grassroots following.
Th e first song, " Runaway," is
one of the best. With a n upbea t
tempo and pl ayed in a majo r key,
this song is an excellent introduction to the band 's work . The lyrics
are of the narrator telling hi s

beloved that s he ca n depend o n him
as they s li p away to a quiet place:
" Runaway to 'mefN ow, I wi ll back
you up. " It 's a very happy, hopeful
song wit h a lot of em ph asis on the
acoustic g uitars and percuss ion . It
al so sound s like it wou ld fit in perfectly w ith th e best of country.
" Hero" a lso sound s pos iti ve,
though its theme is a bout conv incing someone to stay with his girlfriend after a bad fight. The ly rics
are ex cell ent, as they exp lain that
both g ood a nd bad events wi II occur
wi th thi s coup le, ane;! that it's worth
it a ll. On one hand , " She ' ll ' be
ragin ' in side y ou, look s like a nother fight ," but then " She' ll be yo ur
hero, w hen the li ghtning falls. "
" G ibby " is a bit more vague in
its meaning. Yet anothe r uptempo
song that· sounds li ke it ought to be
quite insp iring , it can be inte rpreted
as a love song. A strong bass background to this song sets it apa rt
from the others. Still , it has its ly rica l moments : " Just w hen I found
yo u, I come crumblin' dow n/And
still, love li ves on throug h, lives
through yo u."
" Dri v in '" has a me lody that is
very much like some alternative
songs. It also has a uniqu e chord
progression that is unlike those in
other songs on "Shine." The folk
elements come out wi th a strong

see Pat McGee, page 18

·Deus Ex-cellent game!
of the Missouri Miner

Imagine a futuristic world .
Then, imagine yourself in that world
as a secret agent caught in the middle
of the conspiracy. You observe what
happens around you, and you can't
decide whether you're the good guy
or the bad guy. A II you know is that
almost everyone wants you dead for
one reason or another.
But in Deus Ex , this is not your
imagination. You are an age nt for the
UN Anti-Terrori st Coalition Operation and you have undergone nanoaugmentation to make you a pawn to
serve their will. Terrorists are everywhere-ki lling many and causing general trouble. A conspi racy is afoot
and yo u don ' t know how yo u fit in .
No one belie ves this con spiracy
ex ists; at least, nobod y except you.
Never has a game been c reated
that drags you deep into the story line.
If you start thi s game, be pre pared to
be hope less ly add icted.
Ga m e Play :
This game is ex traordinary in its
realism. There are few games where

Chad Cole's Culinary Corner:

'Ham and Beans galore for the smart shopper
By CHAD COLE

of the Missouri Miner

It is time again for some great
information on economy eating .
I' ve written about this before, but
it is such a vital subject in college
life th at I must force these nuggets
of wisdom into your heads repeatedly. For freshman , this in an
you have to face humans in combat in
invaluable resource for how ·to surpotentially real situations or have to
vive on a bare bones food budget
worry about a limited inventory size.
while in college. Also, I need to do
Also, incorporated into the game is
some ~ore personal research on
body-specific damage. This means, if
this topic, because I've just decidyou shoot someone square in the
ed to continue my education by
head, they will die. Something else in
go ing to graduate school somethis game that I have not seen elsewhere. So, in other words, I've just
where is the possi bility to make it
committed to anywhere from
through the game without killing any
another two to five yea rs of li vi ng
person. There are non-lethal weapons
on Ramen noodl es and beans and
that allow you to make a clean takerice.
down, but yo ur vict im does not die. It
Quick remi nd e r: I cannot
adds a little twist in a field where
stress how much Wal-M arl is a key
most games arc clearly kill-everyin a we ll-balanced , nutritiou s, d irtthing-that-moves type games.
cheap meal pla n. Aldi's is g real
Score: • • • • •
too . They hav e mounl a in s of
generic, al mosl e xpired food Ihal
G ra phics:
se ni or c ilizen s w ill tra vel leag ues
As far as g raphi cs are con cerned ,
for 10 sav e a few pe nni es. Ju SI folI have seen little better. Thi s game is
low Ihe pa rad e of wa lk e rs a nd the
based off of the Unrea l engi ne, which
odo r of mOlhball s to find g ood
will ca use probl ems for a few. An ydeal s on food .
one with a Voodoo based card will
Mosl fres h fruil s and vegetahave an awesome playing experience, - b les a re cheap. A lisl of c heapies
but those who have to use the Direci
in c lu des :
Ba na nas,
pOlatoes,
3D or O penGL mode will sec a peron ions, le tt uce , cabbage, ora nges,
forma nce decrease. T he reason for
carrols, so m e Iy pe s of app les,
thi s choice is on the game website.
g reen bea ns, ce lcry a nd ma ny olhcrs. Buy Ihese foods in season and
see Deus Ex, page 18

Game of the Week:

By BRANDON BELVIN

The Pat McGee Band came out with their new album "Shine" containing a number of uptempo songs and a fresh sound.
photo courtesy of Giant Records .

follow a supermarket's specials to
reap significantly more savi ngs.
Just throw a variety of produce into
a pot with some chicken or beef
broth and voila, a stew or soup is
born . Salads . are another way to
mi x a bunch of cheap produce
together to create a meal.
Ham and beans. This is a staple Midwest food from ages past,
and it earned that reputation
because it is very easy and cheap to
make. This meal is not for everyone though , as it ;s always amazing
how many people complain about
this meal when we serve it for dinner at my fratern ity house. But, for
those who have a special love for
the taste of ham and beans, this
meal could easily provide one dinner per week without wearing out
its we lcome . Beans in g eneral are a
great source of nutrition at a s lave
labor wage's price. If you are the
compet iti ve sort, especially, beans
are a tasty and e ntertainin g way to
spe nd an evenin g. If yo u are a g uy,
then yo u' ve probably competed in
the farting ga me be fore , but if not,
co nsult Eddie Murphy's Delirious.
Beans are as good as steroids for
thi s sport.
Pas ta, of co urse, is a perennial
fa vorite for the indi gen t. The class ics lik e boxed macaroni and
cheese, spag hetti a nd meat sauce
and Fe ttu cc ini A lfredo are a lways
greal c ho ices . O ne.of my fa vorites,
w hich has neve r gotte n any pu bli city, is a s imp le li ttl e Ireat thai I
used 10 cook up a t home when I

was a kid. To make this meal , first
cook a batch of your favorite pasta
noodles. Then take one of those lit- ...
tie bullion cubes of chicken or beef
broth and put it in a regular sized
cereal bowl. Add water to the
bowl, fill ing it nearly to the top.
Now, heat the bowl up in the
microwave for about two minutes.
Once heated, take a spoon and
smash the bullion cube up and stir
it, letting the bullion dissolve in
the water. Finally, take the pasta
and put it in the broth. Grab a
spoon and dig in. It's such a simple
recipe that almost everyone enjoys
this one.
One good thing about eating
on a budget is tha t cheap food is
generally healthy food . This is why
even though Ethiopia is rife with
m alnutrition, you sure don ' t hear
a bout many people dying from
hea rt disease and diabetes out
there. Important Note: Ramen noodles are a gross exception to thi s
genera l rule, as they are probably
one of the worst things that you
can con sume. Don ' t let th is stop
yo u from enjoying thi s wonderfully c heap, easy and tas ty food
though .
I hope yo u have learned of
some new meals to try while you r
wa llet 's light and the money 's
li g ht. The co ntinu ing slory of
ch ea p eal ing heats up nex l wee k
w ilh th e ne xt in stallment of more
exc ilin g c ulinar y news enlill ed :
"Wond e rful mea ls from a ca n."
Slay luned !
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Grease & Gears:

Random car problems?
would slow down. Unable to figure
out what the problem was, I took it
into a mechanic. The next day they
of the Missouri.Miner
called me back and told me they
Some of the most annoying auto- couldn't find what was wrong either,
motive problems are- the ones that are and that they had a similar case they
sporadic. If your car has problems, couldn't fi x the week befure. There's
usually you can just fi x il or take it nothing like going to professionals for
somewhere to get it fi xed. But some- help and seeing them shrug their
times vehicles like to be especially shoulders. I swear the car started
troublesome and refuse to act up when laughing a little louder.
they are taken into the shop only to go
After being -caught in the rain
back to their old ways as soon as you ' and almost taking out a mailbox
get them home again . When that hap- because my power steering suddenly
pens you can almost hear Ihe car hav- went on holiday, I decided the probing a laugh at your expense.
lem needed some serious attention.
I came up against this kind of With any car that is exhibiting this .
problem a couple of years ago with kind of behavior, the first step is to
my ' 84 LcSabre. Whenever I drove it find out where the important electrical
in the rain t~e car would start to die. equipment is and then to decide how it
The lights would dim, the power could possibly get wet. First, with the
steering and brakes would start to
fade, and even the windshield-wipers
see Grease, page 18
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Show Student ID and get 10% off

WALKiNG DISTANCE FROM UMR!!t
Mon 10-5
Tuesday-Friday 10·8
Saturdays 1O~S Sunday 104

701 N Pine St.

341-7337
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Deus Ex
From page 16
They say that it was cho~en because it was clearly the best engine available when the began creation in 1998. I cannot disagree with them on
this, I have always felt that the Unreal engine is
one of the strongest available, especially for
those with Voodoo cards.
Score:

****"

Sound: ,
The sound and music in this game can be
summed up in one word: Outstanding. Many
games incorporate music just as a background

tool. Deu s Ex utili zes music to enhance the
mood and create a g reat deal of background tension.
The sounds are also quite realistic. As far
as I can tell, a lot of time was put into the de\'e1opment of the sound package to provide the best
experience possible. And if this wasn ' t enough,
the game takes advantage of the newest in 3D
sound generation - all by including the DirectX
7.0a drivers. If you have a supporting card, you
will hear fully-surround sound, which helps in
pinpointing enemies and other activities in the
game.
Score: • • • • •
Overall:
I waited a long time to get my hands on this

September 13, 2000

game, and i. was very much worth it. I only see
one problem with the game: it has a very high
minimum systems requirement. This is not necessarily bad, but it prevents many from playing
this game. It requires a 300 MHz processor minimum, and I can see why when I play on my 333
MHz. Performance is a major factor in games,
so this brings down it 's overall score a little.
Otherwise, this is an amazing game and I suggest that all at least play it. I' ve even heard of
people becoming addicted just by watching
someone else play.
Overall Score:

****"

Gaine Website: http://www.deusex.com

Grease
Fro;n page 17

Liberal Arts Students
JOB SEARCH
SEMINAR
To hear about job opportunities
To learn about the Fall Career Fair
To explore career options
To talk to a Career Advisor

hood closed, I sprayed the hose all arou nd the front of the car while
it was running. No luck. After a while I discovered something that I
suspect might be a problem on quite a few cars that are on the road
today. The wheel wells on my Buick were made entirely of plastic.
T hat 's great fo r saving money and for making a lighter car, but over
the years the plastic had become brittle and had cracked. Actually,
shattered is a more appropriate word. That, of course, let water
directly into the engine compartment whenever there was water on
the road.
.
If you notice something like this on your car, duct tape is a great
temporary fix. For something more permanent, I suggest caulking
the broken plastic together, and then fastening another piece of pla!r
tic over the break using screws. After the duct tape was on I drove
the car through a few sizeable puddles with no electrical consequences. It 's always nice to ha ve the last laugh.

Wednesday, Sept. 13,2000
4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

Pat McGee

septer

;...:.----

From page 16
banjo background. The song 'is "inspired by and
dedicated to" Pat's wife Anne McGee, as the
cover booklet says. It talks about all of her good
points, showing Pat's love for her. "The way she
shines is born to belThe way she smiles is home
tome."

. The title track, "Shine," starts· out more
sedately, with a presentation by an electric organ.
It's dedicated to the Mancuso family and is a very
sad song, lamenting the loss of a woman who has
crossed over into the next life. It's a beautiful
regret, with heart-rending lyrics for anyone who
has ever lost someone very close. " You 're the
angels' sun, but now you're gone and you .. .You
chose to shine/Even on that line." It's a slower
song, and shows emotions very gracefully.
"Fine" starts out with a nice three-part harmony with slow ly building instruments. Ii's
another slower song, about the beginnings and
uncertainties of new love. It goes through typical
feelings of new lovers, carried by a nice three-beat
tempo. The chorus has a round-style set-up with.
Pat singi!lg one part and his backups the other one
together. "The sun is up and so are well think we
know what's happening herelThe taste of love is
here for real."
" Minute" is of the narrator telling a woman
that he is the one for her, that she will know right
away. It's a more perky song, with a lot of keyboards, bass and varied percussion. "She's cryin'
through the night and I will find her."
Those who buy this album in CD format
should also be aware of the hidden 14th track,
which is well worth listening through "Shine" for.
Overall this is a very nice, easy-to- listen-to
album. It's good for bringing about a better mood
or calm a stressful day. In fact, it's hard not to like
these songs which ease the heart and please the

ear.

G5 H-SS Building
Sponsored by the Career Opportunities Center

Now It Comes
With A List Of
Ingredients.
A short new report from your water
supplier will tell you what's ill your tap
water. Look for your report and read it.
When it comes to your drinking water,
the most important ingredient is you .

Call your water supplier
or the Safe Drinking
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phone toll-free 1-877-777-4778.
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Kappa Sigma recognized at
Leadership Conference Program
By MITCHELL B.

IOoe who

ou're the
/OQ"Yau
a slower

WILSON

of Kappa Sigma Fraternity .

The Leadership Conference Program provided the
Fraternity with the opportunity to recognize outstanding
achievements by its undergraduate chapters and alumni
and undergraduate leaders. The Beta-Chi Chapter received
the following Fraternity Awards :
Campus Involvement Award
Membership Award
The awards were presented to the chapter at the Closing Banquet of the Leadership Conference Program.
The Kappa Sigma Fraternity is the fourth largest college fraternity with chapters on 207 college and university
campuses throughout North America. Kappa Sigma has
initiated over 200,000 members. The Fraternity was founded at the University of Virginia on Dec. 10, 1869.

ltherone
think we
rClove ~

The Beta Chi chapter of the Kappa Sigma Fraternity
at the University of Missouri - Rolla was recognized for
excellence in chapter operations for the 1999-2000 academic years by Kappa Sigma at the Fraternity's Leadership
Conference Program held at Southern Methodist University on July 28 and 29. The Leadership Conference Program
of Kappa Sigma was held in five geographical locations in
the United States and over I, I 00 undergraduate and alumni leaders were in attendance. The Leadership Conference
Program focused on Kappa Sigma's four core values offellowship, leadership, scholarship and service.
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By

KELLY SAUNCHEGRAW

of Student Union Board

SUB is currently working hard
bUilaing strong committees. The
things we do include hosting professional comedians, concerts and theatrical performances. We organize
the student events for homecom ing.
We plan competitions such as a
mountain bike race, tri athlon and
indoor soccer. We a lso show film s in
ME 104 every Friday and Saturday
night. If yo u are interested in choos-

ing the type of events we have on
campus it's easy - JOIN SUB! Everyone is eligible and we have fun at
every thing we do.
The film "Gladiator" will be
shown in ME 104 this Friday and
Saturday night at 8 p.m. Check out
www , umr. edu/ -sub for the full
film list.
The Special Events committee is
working hard to plan Homecom ing
2000 . . The theme is "The Greatest
Show 'on Earth." So start getting
excited fo r the fun! If anyone is interested in joi,ping the planning comm it-

Vacation
from page 8
the jungle. Now, I hardl y saw one with th ose
kinds of materia ls.
A year ago, electricity had come to my
village and changed its out look at night. The
moon no longer meant [any thing) to us. Houses were everywhere. Along the street across
the vi llage, there were; small cafe shops, one
after one. My' family also operated one in
front. Norma ll y, the vil lage woke up at about
6 a.m . and [went) to s leep at 10 p.m .. There
was always noises from people talking, from
cars, buses pass ing by [and) from mus ic.
As soon as peop le woke up, they headed
for a cup a coffee, usually at the cafe shops.
Not like coffee we h~ve here, they drank very
strong in a very small cup, either black, or
with condensed milk, or with ice, or both .
Then th~y went to work . After four
o' clock, they gathered at the voll eyball courts
behind my house. (My famil y bui lt these
courts to sell drinks a long with the cafe shop .)
When the night came, they headed for
the cafe shops again. This time, they went for
ice cream , or something e lse . Whi le eating the
ice cream to cool down after a hard day at
wo rk , they enjoyed li stening to music. Just
li ke that, day after day.
Behind my house used to be a jungle,
now people have turned it to far ms. They
wo rked on the farm s durin g the rain y season
(from May to November). There were al so
mountains. Twice, the kids in the village took

tee or the King and Queen Competition
committee,·
e-mail
sub@umr. edu.

SUB ;s still searching for a
Director of the Light and Sound
Committee. This committee provides
light and 'sound to all SUB events,
are DJ's for other campus activities,
they have a lot of expensive equipment to rent to campus organizations
and get paid for thei r work . So go. to
www.um r .edu / -sub and app ly
for thi s position or to check oul more
detail s on other fun stuff SUB is
doing'

me to the tops. I used to do tli at when I' d
lived here. In th e old time, my friends and I
had climbed to the top in the evening. We ' d
stay there until 9 p.m. , burning a fire and fee ling the darkness around . One time, I spent th e
w hole afternoon with the some of the k ids,
wandering around the jungle, looking after
the cows.
Besides be ing sad abo ut the condition of
my yo unge r broth er, I [was) also concerned
about the educational system in the vi ll age.
When I was there, from sixth grade to ninth, I
had to walk to schoo l for over 3.5 miles ; from
10th to 12th grade, I had to stay away from
home, go ing to school in a small town. Now,
the kids had to go further. From sixth to 12th
grade, they had to ride the. bike for seven
miles (sharing the same road w ith other vehicles) and it was w indy constantl y along the
way.
I had severa l opportuniti es talking with
so me kids. One boy, Dien, 14, told me that
sometimes he j ust wanted to cry because of
the di stance and the w ind. I asked him for
how long he w ill continue going to school. He
sa id that hi s mother told him until he fai led
the class. My niece, Oanh, 14, told me that
she thin ks education wou ld help her at all.
That made me very sad . At the time when I
went to school here, the rate of fin ishing hi gh
school had been very low. Now it was even
lower. Most of the kid s dropped out wh en
they know how to read and write. FO( them
and for the ir parents, knowing how to read
al,d write is enough; going for higher level

Next Tuesday, Sept. 19, the Unive'rsity of Missouri - Rolla Film Festival will
present American Beauty, starring Kevin
Spacey, Annette Bening and directed by
Sam Mendes.
This amazing and impassioned fantasia
abo ut
American loneliness begins as satire
and ends with a vision of the ·sublime.
The defeated suburban patriarch
Lester Burnham condemned by his
withdrawn daughter and his hyperorganized wife, drops out of his job
and misbehaves badly. After Lester's
marriage gets blown .apart by squalls
of comic contempt, the movie opens
up and takes in Lester 's suburban ter- .
ritory - the dissatisfactions of the
business-mad nineties, in which the gospel of selfishness leaves people
clenched and isolated. The bitter satirical riffs slowly give way to mystical
appreciation of the vagrant beauty trapped beneath the surface of life. R1999.

Winter
Fihn

~EfQ~~nts

The movie w ill be shown in Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall at 7 p.m.
Movies still to come for the remainder of the semester include :
September 26 - TOPSY TURVEY
October 3 - THE THIRD MAN
October 10 - KINGS WITH STRAW MATS
October 17 - CROUPIER
October 24 - THE END OF THE AFFAIR
October 31 - TANGO
November 7 - BEAU TRAVAIL
November 14 - TIME CODE
November 18 (8 p.m. Saturday) - MAGNOLIA
November 28 - THE NAV IGATOR
December 5 - MIDW INTER'S TALE
All film s are screened at 7 p.m. on Tuesday 's in Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall, unless noted otl,erwise.

wo ul dn' t help their fut ure. That was somehow
true. I don ' t thin k there is an engi neering
graduate in my v illage. A docto r is not
respected by others. If yo u want to get rich,
then nol by the ed ucat ion al way.
Moreover, at the age of II or 12, kids
started smokin g, cursing constant ly. They
started learning bad habits from the ad ults.
They had bad influ ence. For example, I had
known a boy, Duong, Dien's older brother.
When I had lived here, he was the gentlest
boy. Two years ago, he was sen tenced 15
years for murdering. (One Sunday, I went to
th e prison to visit him with hi s parents. After
half of a day to travel 30 miles, go thro ugh
several " gates" of officers with g ifts, I went
back without meeting him . I did not have
enough legal papers though.) Sometimes, I
wondered what I had learned and what had
affected me from this envi ronm ent.
Most of my friends now had fami ly and
chi ldren. So me had one, some had two. My
old girlfri end had two. She ' was kind of
embarrass in g w hen we met. On e of my
fr iend s told me that I looked old. The first
sen tence he asked when we met each other
was " what have y ou done to be thi s old?" I
laughed. Looking at someone younger than
my age w ith kids, I really felt old myself.
With .o ld fri e nds, there was a di stance
between us now. Meet ing each other, we did
not know what to talk. They did not ask me to
hang out and I did not ask them either.
Besides my fa mily, I spent most of my
time wit h the sma ll kids. T hey took me from

place to place. I played soccer with them.
Be ing with them, I fe lt I was actual ly young
aga in.
For the last week, it rained ai mosi every
afternoon. The ra ins kept going through the
eveni ng and night. There was no weather
forecasting'so I only knew it would rain some
minutes before it started . Like the past, I
looked through the windows, feeling the rain
dropping down' on the roof and my imagi nation started go ing wild .
Somehow, the most speci al things that I
remember abo ut my village were what I
observed through the nights. First, it was the
noise of music until abo ut 10 p.m. when people closed the doors of their houses to sleep.
Then dogs barking, one after another, buses
and' truc ks pass ing by through the ni ght, the
roosters crowing and the soun d of a Buddhist
monk "p raying wi th' hi s knocking soun d
repeatedly from the te mple early morning. All
of those got in my mind wh il e I was sleeping,
night after ni ght.
Three weeks passed by. I left my fami ly
again. Not like the last time in whi ch I had not
known when I wo ul d come back , I knew that
I would go back to visit them soon. On the
airplane, I almO st 'cried several times. I
missed my family already. I mi ssed the love I
recei ved from every one, I mi ssed the sweet
times we spent together, I missed the laughter
of my nephew s, the smiles on my nieces'
faces, I mi ssed every thing from my vill age .
One day soon, I will go back and will
leave again and again.
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Cl ip Ar t
BY
MAYN ARDE .
.BARN S\VAI,LOW
••

Drat, yet again heating a
closed glass container to
, detonation has proved to be
disastrous. Oh darn.

1

I Hmmmm. Looks 'to be about
time to watch hitchhikers
guide for the 42nd time.

I Drat, I forgot that tonight is
1

, Python night at the house .
I That John Cleese sickens me.

i

I

I

. *'.til.*

'<

I
I
1

I
I
IL

(!l
.~

_ _ __

I

I

Oh we ll. rll have to make due~ "
by appeasing m~ carpentry.e~ I
tool fetish. On ; sweet, ~~ ~I
precious instruti'entA~ ~~~ I

•

........--------------------------------~~
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TheOo/Game
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off the mark

by Mark Parisi

InstmcUons: Players take tums connecting two dots IhorizontallY or venicatlY onlYl
1/8 person completes 8 box, he PUIS his initials in iL The playerwith the most bOKes
with his inlUals In it When aI/the bOKes are completed, wins.

1'J-lt: IfMfLtSc::, CtJALL(NG{of='
1'$<.)11'\076 6/005£ A OoMA\N NAM£'

Crossword'IOZ/11
Aowcrs
00
pagc

23... '

ACROSS

I SUI»rbe _«slon
4S"",""
a Huff and puff
! 2 Ronlo to
1J Meldcan coin
14 l~8Ide

15 tod1cates moont.Jln
16 RIsIng.t:ow
16Suboorlbo~n

20 Foe< (p.t.)
21 Nrar

41 Addrooo

a..,."

(ably.)

42 Jump
.. Po<!< food

41 Moon
51 Gorilla
52 SUlp!'"
53 O1s&gf~lIbko r~ility
54Scorti'h ~

55LAft
56 C.tcht::5

57 FIr*

22 AfghOnislan coin
238ib11oo1ldng
27 ~.n (fthtx.)
2Q To reet ill
30 RUb out

31 ~pti.an sun goo

~2 Hundf_1QM (n""".)

33 Frrthor'l\ boy
3401<1>01""'(_"", .)

DOWN

6_

1 WOtfd tor io\.'e
2 At this plaCe
3 l.acidng IOoe

4 cast out
S _ _ fal>bo'.)

7_,

37 Jog

8 Plan: diogfam
3 Muha<TVTIad
10 Recent fOfm(prltf.)

39 MoMy p!lWIded •• _ ority
40 Scottish top

11 NIJIl\be.r
17 _ " "'-'guo (abbr.)
19 FarT'iOU'S space allen

35 M~U00u6

38,-.""

burning

22 Oeep_
2 .. 6th ~Ie not6
2S "->e_n (obbr.)

26 Ltsten to
27 Nt'Jttve 01 Nabla

2B VIIIoge In ''''lnlld
29 'T1p of grae.s

CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale

Loft For Sa le: $ 100 or best
off er; 4 X 4 legs, 2 X 4 supports, Cedar
wood. Instructional diagram includ ed.
Co ntact Kristen at 308-3427 or
kld @umr. edu .

JO Age
32Unlveo'sity
33 Total
36 Sp.'l,,[5h yes
37 Ploodet
36 Arched bolldlng
40 Blfd claw

41

Nort'-"'...,. (.bbr .)

43 E_1od railway

44 FirsllOOy __ Tn.tman
45 Not shut

<l6 W""
47 CUM) cfooNnward
4a Goo< by

49·2.000 Ibs.
50 Expfesslon ot annoyance

For Rent

Tracia's Loft: appx. 5.5 ft. tall,
Newl)' renovated two bedroom , one bath,
with a computer desk / shelf attached '
cent air, washer/dryer
un dern eath. 2x4 construction. Ladder
located on premises, no pets. $350/month
attatched. $70 O R BEST OFFER. :0) 2
308-4687
yea rs old, used in rooms 310 and 304 of
Altman Hall.
Stacey's Loft : appx. 6.5 It tall,
REA LLY REALLY sturdy 4x4 posts and
2x6 fra ming. Ladder is seperate and Play Guitar? Sing? Acoustic Sets? Call Rolla
made of PVC pipes. $100 OR BEST Rock Cafe to book for Friday or Saturday
OFFER. 1 yea r old , used in room 305 of nights.
.
Altm an Hall.
For more information, please 607 Pine SI. 308-1771 and ask for Joe.
ca ll us at 368-4527 or email us at
stacey @umr.edu or tracia@ ul')1 r..edu.

FO R SALE : sleeper sofa $80 ,
small entertainm ent center $15,
2 barstools @ $10 each.
contact Lau ra at 341 -3166

Personals
DC Miner seeks AC Girl
(Attractive and
Cu rrently single) for a short-term , long-distance,
electrifying
relationship!!
dcminer@zipmail.com

-.---------~-----------------------.--
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Answllrs
10lbll
Crossword
PUZZ/II

Yo~ire the 25th speeder lIve nailed tods,y.
,YO\J get tbis free toaster.

{puolo on pauo 181

HOROSCOPES

Aries (Mar. 20 to Apr. 19) If people are screaming out your name, respond
to them. Don't walk away!

0'6 Dan f\addex

wl Roila

;aturday

~

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) It is time to concentrate on classes and not so
much on extra-curricular activities, The bar is not a place to study, but it is
inde~ a good place to hang out. Lately, a member of the opposite sex has
seemed to be drawn to your charms. Remember, you don't necessarily have
to restrain yourself for one person that you love. It may payoff in the end.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 20) Be very cautious when going down staircases this week. If you fall and get a bruised tailbone, you will be in a world
of hurt. You may have to miss some classes and perhaps a test. No one
wants that. Also, if employed, this week is the optimum week to get fired go for the gold.

oe.

Capricorn (Dec. 21 to Jan. 19) We see a change in your major coming

~ soon. If not this semester, next semester. It would be best to bailout now.
~ Everyone knows you won't make it through those hard classes. Save your

GPA now, otherwise, you are destined to be in the square root club.
Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 17) A negative attitude will get you nowhere, so
It will be a difficult task, but if you keep your mouth shut, it will be
~ easier. If you don't follow this advice, bad things will happen to you.
Remember, the world is a crazy place.

Ai8\ be nice.

Pisces (Feb. 18 to Mar. 19) Don't let the harsh words of an annoying

~ Aquarius get you down. Aquarius ' are known to be ignorant, arrogant fools,
~

whereas Pisces' are loved by all. Once again, you will have a happy week
because everyone loves you.

~
"

Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 19) You have a way with animals. 1bis week is an
ideal time "for you to buy a dog. Your intelligence and wit is sure to rub off
on it. After a couple of weeks of intensive training, feel free to take your
dog to your classes and inform the other students that it is smarter than they
are. They will probably agree.
Gemini (May 20 to June 20) You were a very gooq person last week.
Don't get too arrogant though. You may believe that you have won the love
of a member of the opposite sex, but pay close attention to them. They may
stray again, even though they do have feelings for you.

8

Cancer (June 21 to July 21) Beverages containing barley and hops are your
friends. Remember, there are few things more important in this world than your
friends. It's time to introduce friends to other friends. Some new advice, everything is better shaven. Beware the year of the rat and razor burn.

tavra

Leo (July 22 to Aug. 22) You are very magnificent. So magnificent that
you do not deserve to have a real horoscope.

~

v..t!J!)

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 21) A healthy diet is something most college students lack. Try eating some healthy food this week. We would suggest some
lamb chops. Be very careful though, a good lamb chop is very hard to find.
You mqst likely will have to travel out of Rolla.
.
Libra (Sept. 22 to Oct. 22) Show your love to friendly people who give you
endearing nicknames. If you need to learn how to show love, watch Richard
Simmons sometime. May we suggest, "Sweatin' to the Oldies II." It teaches
fitness and lessons about life.

The Missouri Miner
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Calendar of Events
p rovided by the Student Activity Center, .218 UCW
Please send all changes to the aforementioned office.

--=1
5:30 p.m . - Academic
Competition twice weekly meetings, 206 McN
5:30 p.m. - Alpha Phi
Omega meetings, 212
McN
6:00 p.m. - Chess Club
weekly tourney, UCE
Cafeteria
6:00 p.m. - MSM Spelunkers weekly meeting,
McN 204
6:30 p.m. - American
Nuclear Society; 227 Fulton
7:00 p.m. - Amateur
Radio Club meeting,
G29, 030 ECE
7:00 p.m . - AIChE profess ional development,
G3 ChE
7:00 p.m. - American
Indian and Eng Society
meetings, 212 ERL

3:00 p.m. - Trap and
Skeet Club weekly meeting, UCE Gallery West
7:00 p.m . - Show Me
Anime weekly anime
showing, 204 McN
8:00 p.m. - Student
Activities (SUB Films) SUB Film & Video presents Gladiator, 104 ME

10:00 a.m. - Solar Car
Team car showing, Puck
3:00 p.m. - WS v. Northwest Missouri State University, Maryville, Mo.
5:0(1 p.m . - American
Society of Mechanical
Engineers meeting, 104
ME
5:00 p.m. - Society of
Hispanic
professional
Eng. meetings, II? ME
6:00 p.m. - Toastmasters
meeting, 109 CSF
7:45 p.m. - St. Pats committee meetings, 107 ME
Annex
8:00 p.m. - Christian
Campus
Fellowship
meeting and worship,
G31EE
10:00 p.m. - DaVinci
Society meeting, 211
McN

8:00 a.m . - Anny ROTC
5K Run for Yollr Life,
Ber Juan Park
12:30 p.m. - Show Me
An ime anime showing,
204 McN
6:00 p.m. - FB v. Missouri Western State College, St. Joseph, Mo.
7:00 p.m. - MS v. lincoln University, UMR
Soccer Complex
8:00 p.m. - SUB Film &
Video presents Gladiator,
104 ME
All Day - CC v. Missouri
Southern State College,
Joplin, Mo.

1:00 p.m . - WS v. Harding University, UMR
Soccer Complex

12:00 p.m. - Interfraternity Council Idi Odyssies,
Puck
5:30 p.m. - Academic
Competition twice weekly meetings, 206 McN
6:00 p.m. - UMR Independents business meetings, UCW Walnut Room
7:00 p.m . - Association
for Black Students, 204
McN
9:00 p.m. - Panhellenic
Counci l presents speaker
Gary Bonas, Leach Tht)ater
All Day - Golf v. Southwest Baptist University,
Bolivar, Mo.

SPORT CODES: FB-Fo(}(hllll, MS-.llell \ Soccel; II S-/lillliell ~I SOCCl!l; .IIIJ-.llell ~I
111J-/liIllIl!II\ Bill/ie/htlll. SII'-SlI"immillg. CC - Cnlll COI/IIII)". BB-Blllehllll

Btls~e/hllll.

.
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Missouri Miner Weather Report
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Sunny
High: 82 Low: 53

THURSDAY
Partly C loudy
High: 79 Low : 57

A frontal boundary will m ove through the state on Thursday, but will have very little
precipitati~n with it. Just a few more clouds are expected .across Missouri as a result.
. Th e big difference With thiS front IS that It wIll be pullmg down a pocket of cool
Canadian air with it. What that means is that temperatures will cool down some as we
end the week and head into the weekend . Daytime highs and nighttim e lows will be running from
5-1 0 degrees below normal. However, skies will be beautiful outs ide, so th ere's no need to let slight
Iy cooler temperatures curb _any outdoor activ ities you m ay have sch edu led.

W
.
Full

Sunny
High : 76 Low : 53

9/1 3

SATURDAY

Lst Qtr
9 /20

SUNDAY
Partly C loudy
Hi gh: 78 Low: 52

MONDAY
Partly C loudy
High: 79 Low: 54

C®
i

~~;,iiiiiiiiiiii'iliiiil-===:::::::::: ®
acceS5weather_CDITI
b r t h' . l.eadln g

w "". a-r PrD ..-Ide r

All foree-os/s. dato. ond groplllc.f provided by aCCf!SjII'carhcr. com, Q n-g lsfcrt!d Iradcmorlc of Rossby
WI!OIhe r Sa\'lcr:s. InC' t ' 2000. All rlghls reserved

S unrise
lOO'
Wednesday 6 :47 a. m.
Thursday
6 :48 a.m .
Friday
6:49 a.m.
Saturday
6 :50 a.m .
6 :5 1 a.m .
Sunday
Monday
6 :52 a. m .
Tuesday
6 :53 a. m .

Sunset
7:17 p.m .
7: 16 p.m .
7: 14 p.m.
7: 13 p.m.
7 :11 p. m .
7: 10 p.m .
7:08 p.m .

Moonrise
7:40 p.m .
8:09 p.m.
8:39 p.m .
9: 10 p.m.
9:44 p.m .
10:22 p.m.
II :06 p.m.

Moonset
6:26 a .m .
7:27 a .m .
8:28 a. m .
9:3 1 a.m .
10:35 a. m .
11 :40 a.m.
12:47 p.m.

'I",3,_

i

7'.'.' 10'

UV Index Scate
0-2: Mini mal Exposure; 3-4 : Low Exposure
5-6: Moderate Exposure; 7-9:High Exposure
.
10+: Very High Exposure

Last Week's Almanac

Sun/Moon Chart This Week

lOO'
New
9/27

.~

1s t Qtr

10/5

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday '
Friday
SatUrday
Sunday

H igh ~
86
62
77
59
84
53
62
89
62
86
67
85
72
92

Precip
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
0.00"
Trace
0.00"

National Weather Summary This Week

Weather History

A fa irly strong co ld front wi ll s lowly move throu g h th e eastern United States
o ver th e next few days. Hi gh pressure in th e At lanti c Ocean wi ll im pede the
_
progress of th e front and th at means heavy ra in fa ll amo un ts up the At lant ic
seaboa rd. A seco nd, re inforc in g co ld front w ill sweep thro ugh the Eas t as we
end the week , bringin g another s hot at prec ip itati on . Even more im porta nt is the b ig ridge of
h igh press ure set to bui ld in beh ind the second front. Coo ler than norma l temperatures w ill
take over a majority o f th e count ry. T he West w ill rema in tranqui l as w e ll un der a dom e of
hi gh press ure . The Pacifi c North wes t w ill see a few showers later in the week.

Sept. )3, 1989 - Coo l weather preva il ed over the centra l Plains w ith a
record low of 29 degrees be in g set
at North Platte, Neb. On the flip
s ide, Eugene, Ore. attained a record
high of 96 degrees. T hunderstorms
in south Texas produced w ind g usts
of up to 69 mph at De l Rio, Texas.

Traveler's Trouble Spot This Week

Sept. 15, 1987 - The first snow of
th e season w a~ obse rved at th e
Winter Park ski resort in Colorado.
Eight inches' of snow fe ll at th e
summit of Mount Evans along with
w inds of 6 1 mph . Sto rm s produced
w ind gusts of 70 mph and go lf ball
s ize ha il in Ok lahom a City.

TUESDAY
Iso lated T-sto rm s
Hi gh: 80 Low: 55

Tanning Index Today

.,"

FRIDAY

Partly C loudy
High: 76 Low: 50

Sept. 13, 2000

Missouri Recreational Forecast

7-Day Local Forecast
WEDNESDAY

12:00 p.m. - Interfraternity Council Idi Odyssies,
Puck
5:15 p.m. - Interfraternity
Council meeting, 216
McN
6:00 p.m. - Society of
Manufacturing Engineers
meetings, 110 EM
7:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi
meeting, GE ChE
7:00 p.m . - Solar Car
Team design meeting,
107 EM
7:00 p.m. - Fi lm Festival:
"American
Beauty",
Leach Theater
All Day - Golf v. Sou.thwest Baptist University,
Bolivar, Mo.

~

TWO

fronta l bou ndari es w ill trigger num ero us show ers and thun derstorms from the
Mid- Atlant ic states up into New Eng land. These areas have been drenched this summer and that trend doesn' t look to be chang ing . Hig h pressure in the Atlan tic Ocean
won't help matters as it wi ll s low the fronts down . Therefore, heavy rainfall accumu
lation s could occur and floodin g w ill be a big issue from the system s. By th e weekend, things are
shaping up better with high pressure sett ling in .
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